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Role of the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy 

The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy sets out the City of London’s vision 
for transportation and public realm improvements in the Aldgate and 
Tower area over the next 10 years. It provides a framework, ensuring 
that works are coordinated and improvements are prioritised making 
the best use of available funds. This allows the City of London to 
plan for future growth, in accordance with the Core Strategy Policies 
of the City of London’s Local Development Framework (LDF). 

The Strategy comprises four major sections: 

•	 Part 1. Executive Summary 

This section summarises the strategy. 

•	 Part 2. Introduction and Policy 

This section sets the context for its preparation, the Strategy Objectives 
and links these to the City of London’s Core Strategy Policies. 

•	 Part 3. The Area 

This section includes urban analysis of the Aldgate and Tower Area 
and summarises the responses received through consultation. 

•	 Part 4. The Strategy 

This section describes the City of London’s objectives and desired 
outcomes for the future for the area in greater detail. 

N 
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1.0 Executive Summary 
The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy provides a detailed framework 

for  t ransport  and  environmental  enhancements  to  address  

the challenges and policies set out in the City of London’s Local 
Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy. 

The Strategy covers an area bounded by London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets, the Transport for London Inner Ring Road, the Tower of London, 
Fenchurch Street Station and the Eastern City Cluster. The Aldgate 
and Tower Area includes residential estates, resident apartment 
blocks, churches, businesses, luxury hotels, retail, an extensive public 
transport provision for interchanging commuters and visitors, and 
educational facilities.   

The City’s LDF Core Strategy Policy CS8 highlights Aldgate as a ’Key 
City Place’. CS8 seeks to remove the gyratory to create a large public 
open space, and recognises the need to improve links through the 
area, both for interchange and the benefit of the local community. 

The Area Strategy document explains how the vision set out in the City’s 
Core Strategy Policy CS8 can be delivered in terms of transportation 
and public realm improvement work. Future needs of the Area have 

been considered guided by the City’s Core Strategy, the London 
Plan and the Central London Sub-Regional Transport Strategy. Urban 
analysis provided a context for understanding the needs that were 
expressed by stakeholders during an extensive consultation so that 
City officers could begin to indicatively illustrate changes that could 
be delivered in terms of transport and public realm enhancements. 

The summary of the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are 
as follows: 

• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 

transformational change. 

• To improve accessibility of streets creating an inclusive street 
environment so that way-finding is made easier. 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming 

streets and public spaces that offer opportunities for play, art and 
cultural events. 

• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic 

and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, improving 

road safety.  

Photo 1:  The existing Aldgate Gyratory 

• To identify opportunities for planting, Sustainable Drainage 

Systems, to promote biodiversity and improve local air quality. 

• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its 
heritage assets. 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions 
well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents. 

The schemes to implement the City’s objectives and desired 
outcomes for the next 10 years have been grouped into five key areas 
of opportunity. A list of proposed schemes that could deliver the Area 
Strategy has been developed and the indicative total cost of these 
schemes is £14.35 million. The schemes are prioritised to encourage 
economic regeneration, by making the area more attractive to 
businesses, and addressing road safety. Also, schemes that enhance 
links for residents and provide a green, high quality street environment 
are important. 
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Introduction & Policy 
This section provides an overview of the 

existing planning policy context which is 
relevant to the Aldgate and Tower Area and 
against which any planning applications will 

be assessed by the City Corporation. 
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2.1 Introduction 
The City of London or ‘Square Mile’ is a unique place with distinct environmental, social 
and economic characteristics. It is home to approximately 10,000 residents, provides 
employment for over 370,000 workers and attracts over four million visitors each year. The 
challenge facing the City is to coordinate the delivery of sustainable long-term economic 
growth whilst at the same time providing for population growth and protecting and 
improving the environment and quality of life. 

The City is expected to see continued growth in the medium to longer term with the 
working population anticipated to increase by 96,000 people to 428,000 between 2006 
and 2026 (Source: City of London Local Development Framework). The City needs to plan 
for future growth in order to ensure that it functions successfully and sustainably, supports its 
residential community and maintains the City’s status as the world’s leading international 
financial and business centre. 

The City of London’s Department of the Built Environment has developed several Area 
Strategies to provide a detailed framework for transport and environmental improvements 
within defined geographical areas of the City. These strategies address the challenges 
and policies set out in the City of London’s Local Development Framework (LDF) Core 
Strategy.  This document sets out the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy. 

The aim of this Strategy is to transform the area by encouraging economic growth and 
regeneration. The delivery of the Strategy will improve the environmental quality within the 
area and go some way to help strengthen local amenity for the residential community. 

The Strategy covers an area bounded by London Borough of Tower Hamlets, the Transport 
for London Inner Ring Road, the Tower of London, Fenchurch Street Station and the Eastern 
City Cluster.  See figure 1. 

The Core Strategy Policy CS8 identifies Aldgate as one of the five Key City Places and seeks 
to regenerate the local amenities and the environment for businesses, residents, workers, 
visitors and students, and to promote development and investment. 

The Strategy establishes the overall context of the study area considering its historic form, 
built environment, land use, movement patterns, use of materials and internal and views 
across the area. 

Design guidelines have been developed which will shape the transformational change 
sought by the Strategy. The Strategy identifies five Key Areas of Opportunity and finally a 
list of potential schemes that could deliver the Strategy’s objectives within these Key Areas. 
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2.2 Location 
The Aldgate and Tower Area is located to the east of the City of 
London and forms part of the City fringe. It has formed a key gateway 
to the City Since medieval times with the area’s name derived from 
the Ald Gate in the old London Wall. 

In comparison with other areas within the City, Aldgate and Tower has 
a wide range of stakeholders. The area is recognised in the London 
Plan as an Opportunity Area and it notes that the Portsoken Ward 
falls within the top 25% deprived areas within Britain. However, the 
area and its periphery also boast a significant number of high end 
hotels and residential dwellings. Businesses in the Area tend to provide 
support services to the City’s financial services and there are also a 
number of clubs and bars which attract a growing number of night 
time visitors.   

The Area has an extensive public transport provision with a complex 
arrangement of possible interchange options. Aldgate bus station, 
Aldgate and Tower Hill Underground stations, Tower Gateway DLR 
station and Fenchurch Street railway station are within the Strategy 
boundary.  Interchanging or moving between public transport in the 
Area on foot is an important element of the Area’s character. 

of tall buildings which forms a distinctive element in the skyline. 
This cluster contains the greatest density of businesses and jobs in 
the Square Mile. Buildings are principally used as offices for the 
banking and insurance industries. However, there are also other 
land uses including retail, particularly at Leadenhall Market.  

Brick Lane 

Barbican 

Liverpool 
Moorgate Street 

Liverpool Street Area

 1 Middlesex Street Estate 

Aldgate
East 

2 Mansell Street Estate 

3 St Botolph Without Aldgate There are many strategic traffic routes which include: the Inner Ring 
Road which joins the main route east towards Canary Wharf; routes Sir John Cass SchoolAldgate  4 

from south of the river via Tower and London Bridge; and the route 
from Central London running parallel to the river Thames.  

5 30 St Mary Axe St Paul’s Eastern 
City Cluster 6 St Olave’s Church

 7 Spittalfields Market 

8 Whitechapel Gallery 

Bank The Aldgate and Tower Area includes residential estates, residential 
apartment blocks, churches and synagogoues, businesses, luxury Mansion 
hotels, retail, education facilities and extensive public transport 
provision for interchanging commuters and visitors. The education 

9 St Katharine Cree Church 

10 Bevis Marks Synagogue 

House 
Fenchurch 

Fenchurch& Monument facilities range from primary to tertiary including the City of London’s 
only Primary School, (the Sir John Cass Primary School), and the 

StreetCannon Street 

London Metropolitan University.   Monument 
Tower BYWARD STREET 

Hill 
Directly to the north of the Strategy Area is the Middlesex Street 
residential estate, the transport hub at Liverpool Street Station and the Riverside Area Tower 

lar Spitalfields Market. The Petticoat Lane Sunday Market is also of London popu 

easily accessible from the Area.  
St Katharine 

Docks lar destinations within a five to fifteen minute radius walk Other popu London Tower are Whitechapel Gallery, the Tower of London, and Leadenhall Market. Bridge Bridge 

Immediately to the west of the Area is the Eastern City Cluster; a cluster 

Figure 1:  The Aldgate and Tower Area Location Map 
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2.3 Policy 
2.3.1	Policy	framework

This section establishes the policy framework which provides the 
context for the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy. The Area Strategy 
document will meet the strategic aims contained within the London 
Plan, the City’s Corporate Plan, Local Development Framework 
Core Strategy, Local Implementation Plan, Community Strategy, 
Open Space Strategy, Climate Change Mitigation Strategy and the 
Department of the Built Environment Business Plan. 

The City’s Local Development Framework (LDF) contains the vision, 
policies and proposals for future planning of the City and comprises a 
suite of documents that set out the City’s planning strategy and policy 
approach to spatial planning issues. 

Figure 2 below illustrates the relationship between the Aldgate and 
Tower Area strategy, the City’s Core Strategy and the London-wide 
planning policies. The adjacent London Borough of Tower Hamlets 
(LBTH) LDF also influences the development of the Area Strategy as 
the Area serves communities in both the City         
and Tower Hamlets. 

GLA The London Plan July 2011 

COL Core Strategy 
Sept 2011 

COL Street 
Scene Manual (2005) 

COL Tree Strategy (May 2012) 
Aldgate COL Play Strategy (2007) 
Public Protected Views SPD (2012) 
Realm 

Strategy 
Feb 2009Aldgate & Tower 

Area Strategy 
Draft 2012 

Crescent Lloyd’s 
Conservation Avenue 

Area Character Conservation 
& Management 
Strategy SPD 

Area Character 
& Management  

Jan 2012 Strategy 
Jan 2012 

LBTH 
Connections 

May 2011 

2.3.1.1	London	wide	policy

The potential for transformational change in the Aldgate and Tower 
Area has been recognised in both regional and local policy.  

The London Plan (2011) aims to: 
“…support wider regeneration (including in particular improvements 
to environmental quality) and integrate development proposals to 
the surrounding areas especially areas for regeneration…” 

The London Plan indicates that within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ), 
the Aldgate area is an “Area of Opportunity”.  

The London Sub Regional Transport Central Plan (updated 2012) 
indicates the future demand for transport and the planned response to 
this. Given the plethora of public transport provision and the proximity 
to strategic traffic routes, the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has 
been prepared with due consideration of the regional transport plans. 

2.3.1.2	City	of	London	-	Core	Strategy

The City of London’s Core Strategy Development Plan Document 
which was adopted by the Court of Common Council on 8 September 
2011, is the most important document contained within the Local 

Development Framework (LDF). The Core Strategy is a planning 
document that sets out a spatial framework for how the 

City Corporation wants to see the City of London 
develop to 2026 and beyond. It takes account of 

projected changes in economic circumstances, 
employment levels, transport needs, housing 

needs, the impact of climate change, the 
need to protect and enhance the City’s 

historic legacy and the overarching need 
to improve the quality of life for all the 
City’s communities (workers, residents LBTH LDF 2010 
and visitors). 

LBTH 
Aldgate 

Masterplan 
2007 

Policy CS8: Aldgate 
To regenerate the amenities and environment of the Aldgate 
area for businesses, residents, workers, visitors and students, and 
promoting development and investment, by: 

1. Promoting the Aldgate area as an attractive office and
residential location to assist in its regeneration.

2. Identifying and meeting residents’ needs, particularly on
the Middlesex and Mansell Street Estates, utilising a range of
funding sources to:

(i) maximise training, education and employment opportunities 
for residents;

(ii) maximise opportunities for delivering health, community
and educational services and facilities for residents;

(iii)  create additional publicly accessible open space and
additional accessible play space for children;

(iv)  encourage local retail facilities.

3. Improving transport connections and pedestrian links,
especially between the housing estates and Aldgate
Station and Sir John Cass School and between Aldgate and
Aldgate East stations:

(i) replacing the Aldgate Gyratory (St. Botolph’s section) with
a two way street system providing additional public open
space;

(ii) improving Aldgate Bus Station to deliver improved access
for  pedestrians to and from community facilities, housing
estates, open spaces and retail facilities;

(iii)  improving signage for visitors from Liverpool Street Station to
Tower Hill and from Aldgate to Cheapside.

4. Enhancing the public realm of the Aldgate area, its streets
and spaces and implementing improvement schemes
at Middlesex Street and St. Botolph’s House. Identifying
opportunities for urban greening schemes, congestion and
pollution reduction measures, particularly in the vicinity
of Sir John Cass School and Middlesex Street and Mansell
Street Estates.

Figure 2:  Policy Framework Figure 3:  The City of London’s Core Strategy Policy CS8 
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The Spatial Strategy (see Figure 4), as contained within the LDF, 
identifies five key areas; the “Key City Places” across the City which 
face particular challenges over the next 20 years. 

One of these “Key City Places” is the Aldgate area (figure 5). Policy 
CS8 Aldgate (see figure 3 on page 9) seeks to remove the gyratory 
to create a large public open space, and recognises the need to 
improve the links through the area both for interchange and for the 
benefit of the local community. 

2.3.1.3 Other policy considerations 

The following supplementary planning documents (SPD) and 
guidance have also been taken into consideration whilst developing 
the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy: 

• Conservation Areas in the City of London: a 
General Introduction to their Character. 

• Crescent Conservation Area Character Summary 
and Management Strategy SPD. 

• Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area Character 
Summary and Management Strategy SPD. 

Thames & 
the Riverside 

Cheapside Eastern 
Cluster 

Aldgate 

The North of the City 

I s l i n g t o n  

C a m d e n  

C i t y  o f  
W  e s t m i n s t e r  

H a c k n e y  

To w e r  H a m l e t s  

S o u t h w a r k  
L a m b e t h  

River Thames 

River Thames 

Crossrail 

Tham
eslink 

Thameslink 

Crossrail 

London Overground 

• Protected Views SPD. 

• Tree Strategy SPD. 

In addition, the following documents were also 
referenced in developing the Strategy objectives: 

• the Street Scene Manual. 

• the City’s Play Strategy. 

• the City’s Noise Strategy. 

• the City’s Air Quality Strategy. 

• the City’s Climate Change Mitigation and Adoptation Strategies. 

The Aldgate Public Realm Strategy finalised in February 2009 was 
a joint local authority document covering the City, Transport for 
London’s Road Network, and the London Borough of Tower Hamlets. 
It was project managed by Design for London, the Greater London 
Authority’s urban design arm. One of the main desired outcomes 
was to reintroduce and reinforce the High Street spine (Aldgate and 
Whitechapel) across the local authority boundaries. 

The City Corporation currently uses section 106 planning obligations, 
negotiated on new development schemes, to part fund the 
provision of new infrastructure and deliver street level environmental 
enhancements. From 2014, the City Corporation will introduce a 
new Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on development which will 
replace much of the funding currently delivered through s106. 

City of London Boundary London Overground Station Principal Shopping Centre Riverside Walk Wholesale Market 

Mainline Railway City Fringe Opportunity Area Principal Shopping Centre route River Pier Combined Heat 
& Power Station 

Major Rail Scheme Area for Intensification Visitor Attraction Safeguarded Wharf Hospital 

Railway Station Residential Area Visitor route Education 

Note: The City of London and surrounding City fringes form part of London’s Central Activities Zone. Commercial offices will remain the main land use in the City with other uses dominant in certain parts. 

Figure 4:  The City’s Spatial Strategy 
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Figure 5:  The Aldgate Area 
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2.4 Objectives and vision 
2.4.1 Objectives

The objectives of the Strategy align with the Strategic Objectives of 
the City’s Core Strategy, which are: 

CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1 
To maintain the City’s position as the world’s leading international 
financial and business centre. 

CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2 
To ensure that the challenges facing the five Key City Places are met, 
complementing the core business function of the City, contributing to 
its unique character and distinguishing it from other global financial 
districts. 

CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3 
To promote a high quality of architecture and street scene appropriate 
to the City’s position at the historic core of London, complementing 
and integrating the City’s heritage assets and supporting the 
continued development of the City as a cultural destination for its own 
communities and visitors. 

CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4 
To ensure that the City of London remains at the forefront of action in 
response to climate change and other sustainability challenges that 
face high density urban environments, aiming to achieve national 
and international recognition for its sustainability initiatives. 

CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5 
To ensure the provision of inclusive facilities and services that meet the 
high expectations of the City’s business, resident, student and visitor 
communities, aiming for continuous improvement in the City’s rating 
in satisfaction and quality of life surveys. 

The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has been informed by the City 
of London’s policies and by building an evidence base of need (see 
Part 3: an urban analysis, a summary of intensive workshops with 430 
stakeholders and a further public consultation during December 2011 
& January 2012).  

The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are as follows: 

The Aldgate and Tower 
Area Strategy objectives 

• To encourage economic and social regeneration through
transformational change (MTS “To support economic
development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8).

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating
an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility
levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy
area so that way-finding is made easier.

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming
streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City
community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation
of public art and cultural events.

• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of
strategic and local traffic flows throughout the Strategy
Area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-
way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of
the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and
balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer
system and promote re-use of rainwater, promote biodiversity, 
improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island
effect through additional street trees and planting.

• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and
its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the
London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s
Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate
Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir
John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate
Church.

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area
functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the
local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the
City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and
business centre.
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2.4.2 Core Strategy policies related to Area Strategy objectives

The Core Strategy policies provide the mechanism for delivering the 
strategic objectives, Table 1 lists the relevant Core Strategy policies 
and how the Area Strategy objectives relate to these policies. 

City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

Policy CS1 – Offices • To encourage economic and social regeneration through
To ensure the City of London transformational change (MTS “To support economic
provides additional office development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8).
development of the highest 
quality to meet demand from 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area
functions well and provides a sustainable environment

long term employment growth 
and strengthen the beneficial 
cluster of activities found in and 

for the local residents, that also contributes towards
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading
international financial and business centre.

near the City that contribute 
to London’s role as the world’s 
leading international financial 
and business centre. 

Policy CS3 – Security and Safety • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and
To ensure that the City is secure welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs
from crime, disorder and terrorism, of the City community, to offer opportunities for play,
has safe systems of transport leisure, installation of public art and cultural events.
and is designed and managed 
to satisfactorily accommodate 
large numbers of people, thereby 
increasing public and corporate 
confidence in the City’s role as 
the world’s leading international 
financial and business centre. 

• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of
strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy
area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-
way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of
the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and
balancing demand between the different modes of transport.

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area
functions well and provides a sustainable environment
for the local residents, that also contributes towards
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading
international financial and business centre.

Policy CS4 – Planning • To encourage economic and social regeneration through
Contributions transformational change (MTS “To support economic
To manage the impact of development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8).
development, seeking appropriate 
contributions, having regard to 
the impact of the contributions 
on the viability of development. 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area
functions well and provides a sustainable environment
for the local residents, that also contributes towards
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading
international financial and business centre.

Policy CS8 - Aldgate
To regenerate the amenities and 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area
functions well and provides a sustainable environment

Table 1:  Core Strategy Policies Link to the Area Strategy 
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City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

environment of the Aldgate area for the local residents, that also contributes towards 
for businesses, residents, workers, maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading 
visitors and students, promoting international financial and business centre. 
development and investment, by: • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
1. Promoting the Aldgate … welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 

to assist in its regeneration. of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 

2. Identifying and meeting leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

residents’ needs… • To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 

3. Improving transport connections creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 

and pedestrian links, especially mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 

between the housing estates and the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

Aldgate Station and Sir John Cass • To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 
School and between Aldgate Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 
and Aldgate East stations: the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 

(i) replacing the Aldgate Gyratory 
(St. Botolph’s section) with a 

rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local 
air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 

two way street system providing through additional street trees and planting. 

additional public open space; 

(ii) improving Aldgate Bus Station … 

(iii) improving signage for visitors… 

4. Enhancing the public realm of the 
Aldgate area, its streets and spaces 
and implementing improvement 
schemes … identifying opportunities 
for urban greening, congestion 
and pollution reduction measures. 

Policy CS10 – Design • To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
To promote a high standard and creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
sustainable design of buildings, streets mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
and spaces, having regard to their the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
surroundings and the character of 
the City and creating an inclusive 
and attractive environment. Requiring 
the design and management of 
buildings, streets and spaces to 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

provide for the access needs of all • To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 
the City’s communities, including the Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 
particular needs of disabled people. the combined sewer system and promote re-use 

of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve 

City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island 
effect through additional street trees and planting. 

• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and 
its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 
London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s 
Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus 
Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John 
Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

Policy CS11: Visitors, 
Arts and Culture 

To maintain and enhance the 
City’s contribution to London’s 
world-class cultural status and to 
enable the City’s communities to 
access a range of arts, heritage 
and cultural experiences, in 
accordance with the City 
Corporation’s Destination Strategy. 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and 
its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 
London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s 
Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus 
Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John 
Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

Policy CS12 – Historic Environment • To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and 
To conserve or enhance the its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 
significance of the City’s London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s 
heritage assets and their settings, Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus 
and provide an attractive Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John 
environment for the City’s Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 
communities and visitors. • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 

welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
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City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

Policy CS18: Flood Risk • To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 
To ensure that the City remains at Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 
low risk from all types of flooding, the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
by “...3. Reducing rainwater run-off, rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local 
through the use of suitable Sustainable air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 
Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), through additional street trees and planting. 
such as green roofs and rainwater 
attenuation measures, particularly 
in critical drainage areas...” 

Policy CS19 – Open Spaces • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
and Recreation welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
To encourage healthy lifestyles of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
for all the City’s communities leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
through improved access to open 
space and facilities, increasing 
the amount and quality of open 
spaces and green infrastructure, 
while enhancing biodiversity. 

• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 
the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local 
air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 
through additional street trees and planting. 

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

Policy CS20 – Retailing • To encourage economic and social regeneration through 
To improve the quantity and quality transformational change (MTS “To support economic 
of retailing and the retail environment, development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 
promoting the development of the 
five Principal Shopping Centres 
and the linkages between them by 
“…4. Enhancing the environment 
of Principal Shopping Centres and 

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

the links between them, specifically • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
focusing on improving conditions for welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
pedestrians, improving accessibility of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
for all and ensuring a safe and leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
secure retail environment…” • To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation 

of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the 
strategy area, particularly replacing one-way traffic 
flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety 

City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

Policy CS15 – Sustainable • To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
Development and Climate Change to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system 
To enable City businesses and and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, 
residents to make sustainable improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island 
choices in their daily activities effect through additional street trees and planting. 
creating a more sustainable City, • To encourage economic and social regeneration through 
adapted to the changing climate. transformational change (MTS “To support economic 

development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

Policy CS16 - Public Transport 
Streets and Walkways 
To build on the City’s strategic 
central London position and 
good transport infrastructure to 
further improve the sustainability 
and efficiency of travel in, to, 
from and through the City, by 
“…(3) improving conditions for 
safe and convenient walking and 
cycling, incorporating adaptation 
to the City’s anticipated future 
climate (i) improving access 
routes and the streetscape 
around stations, (ii) designing 
and implementing environmental 
enhancement strategies that 
encourage pedestrian and cycle 
travel, taking account of the needs 
of disabled people; (iii) supporting 
London-wide schemes such as 
the cycle hire scheme and cycle 
superhighways, in parallel with 
initiatives to improve cycle parking 
in the City; (iv) working with TfL 
to reinstate two-way working 
and surface level pedestrian 
crossings in place of the Aldgate 
(St Botolph’s section) gyratory...” 

• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 
creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 
mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 
the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of 
strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy 
area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-
way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of 
the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and 
balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system 
and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, 
improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island 
effect through additional street trees and planting. 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area 
functions well and provides a sustainable environment 
for the local residents, that also contributes towards 
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading 
international financial and business centre. 
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City of London 
Core Strategy policies 

Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

and the function of the street environment for all 
users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand 
between the different modes of transport. 

Policy CS21 – Housing 

To protect existing housing and amenity 
and provide additional housing in the 
City, concentrated in or near existing 
residential communities, to meet 
the City’s needs, securing suitable, 
accessible and affordable housing and 
supported housing, by:
 (i) guiding new housing development 
to and near existing communities; 
(ii) protecting existing housing; 

• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 
transformational change (MTS “To support economic 
development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area 
functions well and provides a sustainable environment 
for the local residents, that also contributes towards 
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading 
international financial and business centre. 

Policy CS22 – Social Infrastructure 

and Opportunities 
To maximise opportunities for the City’s 
residential and working communities 
to access suitable health, social 
and educational facilities and 
opportunities, while fostering cohesive 
communities and healthy lifestyles. 

• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 
transformational change (MTS “To support economic 
development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 
welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 
of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

2.4.3 Vision 

The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy aims to transform the area by 
encouraging economic growth and regeneration. The delivery of the 
Strategy would improve the environmental quality within its streets 
and spaces to create a pleasant and sustainable public realm. The 
improvements would enhance the City’s position as a world class 
financial centre and go some way to help strengthen the local 
community. 

The Strategy seeks to promote a safer, more attractive environment 
that would successfully accommodate future growth and increase 
accessibility to the various public transport services. The residential 
community would benefit from improved access to community 
facilities.  The creation of public spaces, in particular green space, 
would provide places for rest, play and enjoyment away from the 
busy streets. These spaces could provide opportunities for increased 
biodiversity within the area, air quality improvements and the 
integration of sustainable urban drainage and rainwater harvesting. 

2.4.4 Key opportunity areas 

Within the Area a number of schemes have been identified that offer 
significant opportunities towards achieving the objectives of the Area 
Strategy. The schemes fall into five key areas of opportunity (see Part 
4: The Strategy) Table 2 sets out how the key areas would address the 
Area Strategy Objectives and likewise the City’s Core Strategy policies. 
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Key Area of Opportunity Strategy Objective LDF Core Strategy Policy 

Aldgate Gyratory To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To CS3 
support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). CS4 
To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility CS8 
levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. CS10 

To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the CS11 
City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. CS12 

To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, CS15 
particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street CS16 
environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

CS19 
To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 

To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 
London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, 
the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, 
that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 

CS22 

Vine Street and Crescent To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To CS4 
Green Pedestrian Link support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). CS10 

To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility CS11 
levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. CS12 

To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the CS15 
City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. CS16 

To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, CS19 
particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street CS21 
environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 

To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 
London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the younger’s Circus, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, 
the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

CS22 

Table 2:  Key Areas of Opportunity meet Core Strategy Policy 
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Key Area of Opportunity Strategy Objective LDF Core Strategy Policy 

Little Somerset Street To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To CS3 
support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). CS4 
To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility CS8 
levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. CS15 

To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the CS16 
City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. CS19 

To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of CS21 
rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. CS22 

Minories To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To CS3 
support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). CS4 
To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility CS10 
levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. CS12 

To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the CS15 
City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. CS16 

To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, CS19 
particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street 
environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

CS20 

Crutched Friars and To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility CS10 
Jewry Street levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. CS11 

To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the CS12 
City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. CS15 

To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of CS16 
rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. CS19 
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The Area 
This section includes the urban analysis of the Aldgate 

and Tower Area and summarises the responses 
received through the consultation process. 

Figure 6: An old illustration of the gate circa 1650 
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3.1 Historic Form 
3.1.1 Development of the Historic Form 

Consideration of the historic development of the area helps us 
to understand how we came to have the existing street layout; it 
highlights historic elements that should be enhanced. 

Aldgate and Tower is one of the oldest parts of London and in the 
2nd century was, in part, contained within the original City walls 
with a gateway at Aldgate. The wall influenced the grain of the City, 
encouraging it to grow with a tight knit street pattern.  

The City expanded eastwards in the 16th century and developed into a 
close knit and compact network of streets consisting of predominantly 
timber framed buildings, many of which were poorly maintained. In 
1666 The Great Fire of London destroyed approximately 400 acres 
inside the City wall and 63 acres outside. The damage caused by the 
fire and the earlier plague of 1665 were used as an opportunity to 

instigate a series of improvements within the City. In order to control 
development the Rebuilding Act was introduced which required that 
all new developments were to be in stone or brick. Where possible 
buildings were constructed to fit with previous plot forms but many 

streets were widened. 

Ogilby and Morgan’s map of 1676-79 shows in more detail the layout 
of the area around the Minories. The map shows the arrangement 
of regularly sized buildings fronting the Minories, with rear yards and 
outbuildings backing onto the City Wall. 

The 18th century also saw the incremental removal of the City Wall 
and subsequently the Gateways. The gate at Aldgate was finally 
removed in 1761. 

Figure 7:  Ogliby & Morgan’s map of 1676-79 

Figure 8:  Richard Horwood’s map of 1792-99 

Figure 9:  The Crescent designed in 1767-74 
    by George Dance the Younger 

3.1.2 Early town planning by George Dance the Younger 

During the 18th century there was an expansion in trade and the 
City’s docks underwent extensive development. As a result of this 
expansion a number of shipping warehouses were built to the east 
of Fenchurch Street and the need for additional housing increased. 
America Square, Crescent and Circus were constructed in the late 
18th century to provide additional housing for the wealthy merchants, 
and as an alternative to the residential developments in the west 
end. The three schemes which were designed by George Dance 
the Younger for Sir Benjamin Hammett between 1767 and 1774 were 
heavily inspired by the residential developments in Bath Spa. Laid out 
between the City Wall and the Minories, along Vine Street, Dance’s 
scheme was the first development of this nature to be seen in London. 
It was one of only three planned Georgian residential developments 
in the City. The Square, Crescent and Circus can be seen in figure 8, in 
Richard Horwood’s map of 1792-99. 
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Following war damage the houses at the Crescent were initially 
individually repaired or reconstructed, however later in the 1980’s the 
buildings were refurbished to reflect their original unified design. 

Figure 10:  Loss of residential properties in the Crescent caused by the arrival of the railways in the 1840’s 

3.1.3 Victorian public transport 
3.1.5 1960’s Transport planning 

The area surrounding the Crescent and Minories changed significant-
In the 1960’s the City of London developed the current gyratory and ly during the Victorian period when the railways arrived in London. 
subway system. “Traffic in Towns” (Professor Sir Colin Buchanan, 1963) The development of the railway at Fenchurch Street and Minories in 
was an influential transport planning policy used by the UK Ministry of 1840-1842 had a substantial impact on the character of the area. Both 
Transport that gave transport planners a set of policy blueprints. This the building of the viaduct required for the Fenchurch Street Station 
included the segregation of traffic to facilitate urban redevelopment. approach and also the extension of the Metropolitan District Railway 
Pedestrians were separated from traffic to enhance the pedestrian in 1884 resulted in the loss of some of the residential properties within 
experience whilst allowing ‘free-flow’ of higher capacity traffic the Crescent. 
movements. However, it was often not accessible or inclusive for 
pedestrians or cyclists. The series of maps in Figure 11 to 13 illustrate 3.1.4 Second World War 
the changing form of the Aldgate gyratory and indicates the loss of a 
number of buildings. The buildings had helped form and reinforce the Significant damage was caused to the whole of the City during World 
High Street spine – a feature that was reduced with the introduction of War II and as a result substantial rebuilding was required. Within the 
the gyratory and the subway network. Strategy Area the buildings that surrounded America Square were 

destroyed and the houses to the north and east of the Crescent where 
severely damaged. The only buildings that remained at the Circus 
were a warehouse and one house, later removed to facilitate the new 
road alignment at Tower. Photo 2:  Circus designed in 1767-74 by George Dance the Younger 

Photo 3:  The Crescent showing 1940’s war damage 
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Figure 11:  O.S. map 1951 Figure 12:  O.S. map 1951 showing planned gyratory Figure 13:  O.S. map 1984 showing completed gyratory 
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Existing Built Environment 
The review of the existing built environment provides a 

context for stakeholder comment, and an appreciation 
for the age and character of buildings in the area. 
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3.2 Existing built environment 
3.2.1 Conservation areas 

There are four conservation areas within the Aldgate and Tower Area 
Strategy; Lloyd’s Avenue, Trinity Square, Fenchurch Street Station and 
the Crescent. 

The Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area was designated in 1981 and 
updated to an Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) in 2012. 
The Strategy seeks to protect the stone building frontages that share 
scale and proportion, stating that “the sequence of development 
and redevelopment along Lloyd’s Avenue has resulted in a sense 
of opulence and grandeur most evident at the northern end of the 
street, which lessens to the south, where the late 20th century buildings 
contrast with those further north”. 

The Crescent Conservation Area was designated in 1991 and updated 
to an SPD in 2012. The Strategy seeks to retain the form of the Crescent 
and for Hammett Street to be used for “access to local premises” only, 
opening the southern end of the Crescent to link through to Tower 
Hill Gardens, the green space opposite the Tower of London.  There 
is evidence that at one time there was a central semi-circular raised 
garden in the Crescent, which was removed in the 1940s. 

The Trinity Square Conservation Area was designated in 1991 and 
updated in 2007. The Strategy seeks to protect the historic heritage of 
the Area, including St. Olave’s Church, Trinity House and the Port of 
London Authority building. Pedestrian routes connecting to the Tower 
of London are to be enhanced. 

The Fenchurch Street Station Conservation Area was designated in 
2007. The Conservation Area exhibits a diverse character in a compact 
area, with a rich variety of buildings, structures and spaces combined 
to dramatic effect. Individual buildings of multiple historical periods 
are physically linked by Victorian railway infrastructure, and visually 
harmonised by their architectural style, scale and building materials. 

3.2.2 Listed buildings 

For the most part the listed buildings in the Strategy Area are 
clustered along the western edge of the Area. The remaining area is 
predominately 20th century architecture. 

3.2.3 Scheduled monuments 

The London Wall is a scheduled monument that can be accessed 
at Tower Hill and via an alleyway from Vine Street, just north of the 
Crescent, through to Coopers Row. Remnants of the Wall have been 
found under Jewry Street footway. 

3.2.4 Historic buildings 

Many buildings in the Aldgate and Tower area were constructed 
between 1950-2000. There is only a handful that have been built 
since 2000, which is uncharacteristic for the City of London. When 
considered alongside the planning permissions granted in the last five 
years, this suggest that there is a number of buildings that are due for 
replacement which would significantly alter the visual character of 
the area. 

3.2.5 Modern buildings 

Modern buildings in the Area include the St Botolph Building and Ald-
gate House. They are tall glass structures approximately 7-8 floors high. 

The area therefore has a mix of old and new buildings; many of these 
buildings are suitable for refurbishment or redevelopment. The Mayor 
has identified the Aldgate Area in the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) as 
a “Key Opportunity Area”. 

3.2.6 Protected views 

Protected views of the Tower of London from the Greater London 
Authority building on the south side of the Thames have been 
established through the London Plan and related Supplementary 
Planning Guidance, the London View Management Framework. 
The protected views of the Tower restrict heights of buildings so that 
new development respects the setting of the Tower of London World 
Heritage Site and does not dominate it, especially the White Tower. 
New development in the foreground should preserve and enhance 
the relationship between the Tower of London and the river, and its 
dominance of the townscape view. Development in the background 
should relate positively to the Tower and preserve or enhance 
the viewer’s ability to recognise the landmark and appreciate its 
Outstanding Universal Value.  (see figure 31, page 40). 
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Figure 14:  Conservation Areas & Listed Buildings & Scheduled 
         Ancient Monuments in the Aldgate & Tower Area 
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Photo 4: Minories looking south to Tower Hill 
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Figure 15:  Age of buildings Photo 5: Crescent 1913 
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Land Use and Activities 
It is important to capture and understand the 

patterns of land use in the area to give context to 
the activities so that comments from stakeholders are 

understood within context. Officer’s responses can 
then better relate to the needs of the community. 
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3.3 Land use and activities 
3.3.1 Land use

This map shows the ground floor land uses in the Strategy Area. 
As with most of the City of London, the dominant use is office space. 
However this Area has a more diverse range of uses than is normally 
associated with the City of London such as: 

• There are several large hotels between Fenchurch Street Station
and Tower Hill that serve both business visitors and tourists.

• Further Education: The London Metropolitan University City
Campus has buildings on Goulston Street and Jewry Street.

• Residential: Two contained residential estates are
located near the eastern edge of the Strategy
Area; Middlesex Street Residential Estate and
Mansell Street Guiness Trust Residential Estate.

• Primary Education: Sir John Cass Primary School is the
only school in the area, and serves the residential estates
mentioned above. It is located on the Aldgate gyratory

• Retail and food outlets are concentrated on Aldgate
High Street, Houndsditch, Fenchurch Street, Mansall Street
and Minories and cater mostly for office workers.

• Bars restaurants and clubs open predominately in the evening.
These are concentrated on Minories and the adjacent streets,
notably Vine Street and the eastern edge of Crosswall. It should
be noted that many of the bars and restaurants are closed on
Saturday and Sunday as their clientele is mostly employees from
the surrounding offices which are closed on the weekends.

Key 

Residential 
High Street Banks 
Retail 

Non Residential Institutions 

Assembly and LeisureBars, Restaurants and Clubs 
Sui Generis 

Hotels 
Business/ Offices 

Figure 16:  Dominant Land Use 
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3.3 2 Building entrances and natural surveillance 

This map shows the visibility of building entrances in the Strategy Area. 
Streets from which a high number of building entrances are visible are 
shown in red, and the use of a spectral range of colour to blue, which 
represents streets from which only a few entrances are visible, is used. 

The Strategy Area has a generally low level of natural surveillance 
when compared to other dense urban environments. 

On the Aldgate gyratory the analysis highlights the difference between 
Aldgate High Street, which is overlooked by a number of shops and is 
shown in orange, and St Botolph Street, where no building entrances 
face the street and is therefore shown in dark blue. This aligns with 
the consultation comments referring to St Botolph Street as “desolate” 
during the weekends and evenings. 

The proposed square at the western edge of the gyratory is located in 
an area with a low level of natural surveillance. The type of formal and 
informal activity introduced to the square will need to be carefully 
considered to ensure it remains visible to traffic, both during the day 
and at night. 

Braham Street Park, within the adjacent London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets (LBTH), is overlooked by only two office entrances and suffers 
from low levels of natural surveillance. This provides the opportunity for 
the development of antisocial behaviour in the park. 

The entire street block between Minories, Mansell Street, Aldgate 
High Street and Goodman’s Yard has very low natural surveillance. 
The block is dominated at the north end by the 1980’s vacant office 
building and to the east by the Mansell Street residential estate’s high 
walls. Most buildings have their main access on Minories or Mansell 
Street, not the side streets. 

Vine Street is overlooked by entrances to both offices and food and 
drinks units. In relation to the size of the street it has a reasonable level 
of natural surveillance. 

Key: Number of Building Entrances in view (Within 100m) 
 27 to 59  11 to 13  7 to 8  3 to 4 
 19 to 27  10 to 11  6 to 7  2 to 3 
 16 to 19  9 to 10  5 to 6  1 to 2 
 13 to 16  8 to 9  4 to 5  0 to 1 

Building Entrance 
Figure 17:  Building entrances and natural surveillance 
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3.3.3 Building opening times 

The area is much quieter during the evenings and at the weekends. 
Activity is largely centred around the public houses, restaurants and 
clubs. The lack of activity in the evenings and at weekends, in contrast 
to weekday use, can create a perception that the area is a more 
attractive residential environment. However the lack of activity can 
contribute to antisocial behaviour and a feeling of being unsafe 
during the hours of darkness. 

Weekday Building Openings 

As indicated in figure 18, a high proportion of the buildings within the 
site are open during the day, Monday to Friday. The majority of these 
buildings provide office space for business use. There is a collection 
of hotels in the south west corner of the Area. As a result there is a 
high proportion of pedestrian and vehicular users in the site during 
the daytime. 

The hotels have extended opening hours. In addition, there is a core 
of buildings that are only open during the evening that are located 
along Minories. This is mostly a mix of bars and nightclubs which 
creates a significant number of additional users in the area during 
the evening.   

Weekend Building Openings 

During the weekend the number of buildings that are open during the 
day significantly reduces, which in turn reduces the number of both 
pedestrian and vehicular users moving through the Area. 

However there is still a core of buildings that are open during the 
evening along Minories. This currently causes a conflict between the 
local residents and people coming into the area to visit the bars and 
nightclubs that open at the weekend. There is a limited amount of 
parking in the vicinity and some visitors park adjacent to, or within, 
the residential estates, with many residents complaining of anti-
social noise. 

Figure 18:  Buildings open day and night during the week Figure 19  Buildings open day and night during the weekend 

Key 

Buildings open during the day 

Buildings open during the evening 

Buildings open both day and night 
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Movement 
The Strategy Area includes a plethora of public transport 

options, with strategic traffic and cycle routes converging 
on the Area as well. This section illustrates movements of 
passengers, pedestrians, cyclists and drivers through the 

Area.  There are many barriers to movement within the 
Area. Core Strategy Policy CS8 seeks to improve transport 
connections and pedestrian links, especially between the 
housing estates and Aldgate station, Sir John Cass Primary 

School and between Aldgate and Aldgate East station. 
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3.4 Movement 
3.4.1	Public	transport	interchange

The Aldgate and Tower Strategy Area is well served by public transport. 
Aldgate Underground station, in the north of the Strategy Area, is 
served by the Circle, Hammersmith & City and Metropolitan lines. 
According to the Transport for London website, over six million people 
used Aldgate station in 2011. On average this equates to 22,238 people 
on a weekday and 5,009 people on a Sunday. 

Aldgate East station is approximately 250m from Aldgate station and 
is served by the Hammersmith & City and District lines. Other stations 
within the Strategy Area include Tower Gateway (DLR) and Tower 
Hill (Circle and District lines) which are a 10 minute walk to the south 
of Aldgate Station. National Rail services run from Fenchurch Street 
Station in the west of the Strategy Area. 

Key 
London Underground Line 
National Rail Line 

Docklands Light Railway 
15, 25 Bus Routes and Direction 

of Travel 
Figure 20:  Public Transport Network 
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3.4.2	Bus	routes

 
The Area is served by a number of local bus routes, including six night 
buses, from Aldgate Bus station and Fenchurch Street station. The bus 

ALDGATE network operates between the Underground, DLR and National Rail 
EASTservices and connects Aldgate to the wider area. 




The gyratory systems on Bevis Marks/Houndsditch, Aldgate High 

Street/St Botolph Street, Minories/Mansell Street can make it difficult for 
people to select the correct bus stop and service, as buses arrive and 


techape 

depart on different streets. 

ALDGATE 
Figures 21 and 22 indicate the number of bus routes in the Area but 
does not show the frequency of buses. 



BUS 


 STATION 
 40, 67, 
 115, 254 



25 



  

  

FENCHURCH 
STREET 

FENCHURCH 
STREET 



 

TOWER HILL 

 TOWER 
GATEWAY 

Key 
Bus Routes 


100 15 
115 35 
135 40 

42 205 
254 67 
RV1 78 

Route terminates/ departs here 

Figure 21:  Bus Routes - Day time 
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Figure 22:  Bus Routes - Night time 
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3.4.3 Cycling routes and facilities

There is a variety of supporting infrastructure to help cycling in the 
Strategy Area. This includes a segregated cycle track, a simple “cyclists 
only” two-way sign, with a cycle lane on the pavement which allows 
cyclists to ride in both directions on streets that are one-way only for 
vehicles. 

Two Cycle Super Highways end on the edge of the Strategy Area, CS2 
on Whitechapel High Street and CS3 on Royal Mint Street (south east 
of Tower Gateway station). 

The London Cycle Network identifies three east-west routes, Leaden-
hall Street to Whitechapel High Street, Lower Thames Street to Royal 
Mint Street (linking to CS3) and Tower Bridge to Royal Mint Street. This 
second route bypasses Tower Hill, leading cyclists through the Strategy 
Area via Mark Lane, Crutched Friars, Crosswall, Minories and Good-
man’s Yard. 

A two-way north-south route links the three east-west routes through 
Jewry Street and Vine Street. 

Barclays Cycle Hire docking stations are spread across the Area, each 
providing between 15 to 34 docking points. 

Cycle movements were recorded on Thursday 20th October in 2011 
from 0800 to 1800, and the following Friday and Saturday evening 
from 20:00 to 22:00. 

On these days, cycle flows were not concentrated on one specific 
route, but were rather evenly spread throughout the area, with only 
slightly higher flows on the Crutched Friars, Crosswall, Goodman’s 
Yard two-way route. 

Key 
London Cycle Network 

CS2 

24 

Cycle Super Highway 

Cycle track- Off Road 

Cycle Lane- On Road 

Direction of General Traffic 

Two Way street for Bicycles 

Cycle Hire Docking Station 

(with number of docking points) 
9 

Cycle Stand (with number of stands) Figure 23:  Local Authority Cycle route and cycle facility provision 
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3.4.4	Pedestrian	routes	at	varying	times	of	day	and	week

˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ 

Pedestrian activity in the Strategy Area was recorded on site on a ALDGATE ALDGATE 
EAST EAST 

weekday (Thursday 20th October in 2011), a Friday evening (21st 
October) and a Saturday afternoon and evening (22nd October). 
The variations and similarities in use at these different times is illustrated 
on the four maps included in this section of the report, figures 24, 25, 

ALDGATE ALDGATE26 and 27. 

BUS BUS 
STATION STATION 

˜ ˜ 
˜ ˜ 

˜ 

Key 
Major Pedestrian Routes 

Other Key Pedestrian Routes 
FENCHURCH 

STREET 

FENCHURCH 
STREET 

FENCHURCH 
STREET 

FENCHURCH 
˜ STREET 

Dwelling Pedestrian Activity 
TOWER 

GATEWAY 
TOWER 

GATEWAY 

Pedestrian Sign posts TOWER HILL TOWER HILL 

Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
˜ 

TOWER OF LONDON TOWER OF LONDON 

Figure 24: Key pedestrian routes - Weekday Figure 25: Key pedestrian routes - Saturday Afternoon 

Weekday 

On weekdays, pedestrian movements are highest to and from public 
transport nodes as office workers commute to and from work. The 
footpath between Tower Hill station and Tower Gateway station, and 
the crossings over Minories, is heavily used by commuters in both 
directions. Cooper’s Row is a heavily used route to and from Tower 
Hill Station by both commuters and visitors. Little Somerset Street is 
a very popular shortcut between Mansell Street and Aldgate High 
Street where the Underground and Bus station is located. Haydon 
Street has relatively high flows during the midday peak which also links 
Mansell Street residential estate to the Sir John Cass Primary School. A 
popular route to school for Middlesex Street residential estate primary 
school children is along Creechurch Lane and into Mitre Square. On 
Portsoken Street, the presence of the main entrance of a large office 
block generates relatively high flows along this side street. 

Saturday Daytime 

Pedestrian activity is lower on Saturday than during a weekday as 
offices and most restaurants and bars are closed. Activity is restricted 
to residents and visitors. Saturday afternoon pedestrian flows are 
concentrated around Tower Hill station and along Minories. This is 
likely to be visitors on their way to and from the Tower of London and 
Tower Bridge area. The area surrounding Tower Hill station is used 
by visitors as a meeting point and sitting area. On the day of the 
observation survey, Aldgate station was closed for the weekend due 
to engineering works on the tracks. In consequence, activity along 
Aldgate High Street was extremely low. As all offices are closed, the 
streets to the west and north of the Area, experience lower pedestrian 
activity than during the week. 
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Key 
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Major Pedestrian Routes ALDGATE ALDGATE 

EAST EAST 

Other Key Pedestrian Routes 

Station 

Dwelling Pedestrian Activity 
ALDGATE 

closed due to 
Engineering work 

ALDGATE 

Pedestrian Sign posts 

Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
˜ 

˜ 

BUS 
STATION 

˜ 
˜ 

BUS 
STATION 

Route used by 
local residents 

Tesco 

FENCHURCH FENCHURCH 
STREET STREET 

FENCHURCH FENCHURCH 
STREET STREET 

Most pubs and bars are closed 

TOWER 

on Saturday, reducing pedestrian 
activity in the area, especially around 

Fenchurch Street Station 

Key route 
between Tower Hill/ 

Tower of London TOWER 
GATEWAY and hotels GATEWAY 

TOWER HILL TOWER HILL 

TOWER OF LONDON TOWER OF LONDON 

Figure 26: Key pedestrian routes -Friday Evening 20.00 - 22.00 Figure 27:  Key pedestrian routes - Saturday Evening 20.00 - 22.00 

Photo 6: Cooper’s Row on Saturday, looking north from Tower  
Hill Station 

Friday Evening 

Friday evening is the busiest evening of the week. All pubs, bars and 
restaurants are open, busy with workers from nearby offices. Pedestrian 
flow and on-street activity are highest along Minories where bars and 
restaurants are concentrated. Groups of people standing outside of 
the pubs creates pockets of activity throughout the site. Vine Street 
sees relatively high activity as several pubs and restaurants have 
either doors or beer gardens leading onto it. The second busiest 
area is Tower Hill station, where visitors going to and from the Tower 
of London congregate. There are benches above the station, and 
a viewing platform for the Tower of London and Tower Bridge. The 
food vendor outside of the station remains open until after 21:00 and 
is popular with visitors. 

Saturday Evening 

On Saturday evenings many of the restaurants, pubs and bars 
in the Strategy Area are closed, reflecting their dependence on 
weekday trade from offices in the vicinity. Pedestrian movements are 
concentrated at Tower Hill station, as the area still draws visitors in at 
weekends, and around the few open establishments along Minories. 
Mansell Street sees very low footfall, the only open retail unit being the 
Tesco Express at the corner with Portsoken Street. On the day of the 
observation survey, Aldgate station was closed for the weekend due 
to engineering works on the tracks. In consequence, activity along 
Aldgate High Street was extremely low. 
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3.4.5	General	traffic	movements	on	street 

There are a high proportion of one-way streets in the Area; some 
have had cycle contra flow facilities added to them to increase cycle 

ALDGATEpermeability through the Area. 
EAST 


During the consultation stages businesses highlighted the problems 
that one-way streets caused them in terms of finding their way around. 

 
Residents were more familiar with the street layout and knew how to 
move through the Area. The street layout compliments the Traffic and 
Environmental Zone to provide the City Police with a cordon zone 
within the ‘Square Mile’. 

ALDGATE 
Figure 29, on the following page, shows which of these streets are  
Transport for London (TfL) roads and which are City distributor roads. 
The distributor roads are almost all specified as part of the Strategic 
Road Network; which although the Traffic Management Act 2004 

BUSprovides TfL the ability to prevent work from occurring on these roads, 
STATIONTfL are not tasked to initiate project work along these streets. 

FENCHURCH 
STREET 

FENCHURCH 
STREET 

 

 
TOWER 

 

GATEWAY 
TOWER HILL 
 

 

Figure 28: One and two-way streets within the Strategy Area 
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KEY 
Strategic Road Network 

Transport for London Road Network 

Figure 29:  The Strategic Route Network 
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3.4.6 Access 

There is a degree of consistency in the slope and change of levels 
throughout the Strategy Area. Most footways are wide enough to 
accommodate pedestrian traffic. The map highlights footways 
less than 1.9m wide. A minimum width of 1.9m is recommended by 
Transport for London for pedestrian comfort on streets without clutter. 
No quantative assessment has been made of the width required 

based on pedestrian flow in the Area. 

In addition, the map identifies existing subways around the Area. 
The survey only includes subways currently in use. Not all the subways 
identified in the area are accessible. 

Key   Pedestrian guardrail

   Narrow pavement

   Open subway

   Closed subway

 Stairs

 Ramp Figure 30:  Barriers to access for pedestrians 
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Streetscape 
An audit of the Strategy Area sets a 

baseline for future improvement work. 
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3.5 Streetscape 

3.5.1 Views 

There are two main thoroughfares in the Area: an east-west route via 
Fenchurch Street and Whitechapel High Street; and a north-south route 
via Bevis Marks and Minories. Both axis provide important sequential 
views to the Area and provide distant views towards Monument, Bank, 
Whitechapel, Bishopsgate and Tower Hill. 

Three key landmarks have been identified on the attached map: Tower 
of London, 30 St Mary Axe and Fenchurch Street station. In addition to 
these, St Botolph without Aldgate Church and Sir John Cass Primary 
School are additional buildings of architectural focus. 

Focal views in the area are around transport interchanges and at 
squares fronted with pubs and restaurants. 

There are protected views of the Tower of London, a World Heritage 
Site, from City Hall south of the Thames. Building heights within the 
protected backdrop to the Tower of London are restricted. In terms of 
protected views, sites within the Aldgate Strategy Area should consider 
the following protected views of the Tower of London World Heritage 
Site: 

• Monument View One: South East to the Tower of London, Tower 
Bridge, the River Thames and HMS Belfast (as detailed in the City’s 
Protected Views SPD, page 18) – I have attached the Protected 
Views SPD for reference. 

• LVMF View 10A.1 Tower Bridge (River Prospect) 
• LVMF View 11B.1 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) 
• LVMF View 11B.2 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) 
• LVMF View 25A.1 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) 
• LVMF 25A.2 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) 
• LVMF 25A.3 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) 

Other considerations for the Aldgate area regarding views and setting 
include: 
• Historic City Landmarks and Skyline Features (please see pages 

27–31 and Figure 12 of Protected Views SPD) 
• Land Use Consultants for Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London 

Local Setting Study” (2010) 
• Land Use Consultants for English Heritage – “Seeing the History in 

the View” (2011) 
• Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London World Heritage Site 

Management Plan” (2007) 

Key Building of architectural
focus

   Listed buildings

   Focal points

   Main sequential views

   Minor sequential views 

LVMF wider setting consultation area 

Figure 31: Views within Aldgate 
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3.5.2 Footway materials audit 

There is a degree of consistency in the materials used throughout the 
Aldgate and Tower Area.  

However, there are a number of higher quality materials which have 
been replaced in patches with a lower quality material. This creates a 
visually inconsistent streetscape. 

Footway work completed under Area Strategy projects will meet 
the City of London Street Scene Manual guidance which is currently 
being reviewed. 

Key   York stone

 Tarmac

 Cobbles

 Concrete

   Brick paviors 

Figure 32:  Footway materials audit 
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3.5.3 Planting 

The Area currently has few spaces to dwell and opportunity for green 
space is limited. The streets are predominately hard landscaped with 
only small clusters of trees. There are two very successful and attractive 
play spaces within the Area; Portsoken Street Gardens and Tower Hill 
Gardens. 

Key Public green space

   Private green space

   Existing trees

   Public space

   Accessible private space 

Figure 33:  Map of existing green space within the Strategy Area. 
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	 	3.5.4 Street furniture 

There is generally a lack of high quality and coordinated street 
furniture across the Strategy Area. The variety of street furniture styles 
add to the cluttered appearance of the streetscape. 

The majority of street furniture clutter appears to be found in areas 
where there are higher volumes of pedestrian and traffic movement, 
for example outside Aldgate station. 

There is an opportunity to increase the amount of public seating 
in key locations to encourage people to dwell and enjoy a space, 
particularly along busy routes. 

Figure 34:  Summary of street furniture found in the Aldgate & Tower Area. 
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3.5.5	Level	of	lighting	at	night	

Lighting levels throughout the Strategy Area were noted on a 
 Saturday night, 22 October 2011. This analysis was done by eye, not 

ALDGATE photometrically. 
EAST 
The Area was considered well lit, with only a few locations below 

average. 
 

 
 

The two passages either side of Aldgate station and the eastern end 
of the gyratory are among the darker locations. This, along with the 

lack of natural surveillance (as highlighted in figure 17), may mean 
that people will feel unsure about their personal safety when walking 
along these routes. 

Little Somerset Street, a popular shortcut between Mansell Street and 
Aldgate High Street, is another route in the Area with both low levels of 
light and a lack of natural surveillance. The eastern end of Portsoken 
Street benefits from a higher lighting level near the Tesco Express, yet 
has low levels of natural surveillance. 

ALDGATE 
 

 

 
 

 

BUS 
STATION 


 
 

 

 

  

 
FENCHURCH 

STREET 

FENCHURCH 
 STREET 

 
TOWER 

Photo 7:  Passage from Mansell Photo 8:  Corner of Aldgate 
GATEWAY 
  

Street to Tenter Street during gyratory with Whitechapel High  

the day Street at night TOWER HILL 
 

Key  
 

Brightly lit 
 

 

Standard level of light 
TOWER OF LONDON 

Little lighting 

Figure 35:  Level of lighting at Night 
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Consultation 
Consulting with the local community and 

stakeholders can highlight issues that users 
of the area experience that at first are 
not apparent from the urban analysis. 

Consultation is a means to understand needs 
of the users of the area, and get a feeling for 
their desires for different elements of change. 
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3.6 Consultation 
In order to develop the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy, intensive 
workshops were undertaken to capture the views of 430 stakeholders 
who participated. The overall response to the workshops was very 
positive and many participants made useful comments giving shape 
to the area strategy; adding weight to the analysis undertaken by 
landscape architects and urban designers. 

Many workshops occurred out of usual business hours, especially 
those involving the residents and church goers. Other workshops, with 
businesses, local and traffic authorities, and 250 Sir John Cass Primary 
School children took place during the working day. Each used exactly 
the same material, although some in different ways; for example the 
businesses grouped together and filled out a workshop document per 
small group, at the school many of the young children where provided 
stickers and asked to vote on what they would like to see included 
using a big chart. 

Figure 37 illustrates the summary of the pre-consultation workshops. 
Items of interest discussed at the workshops form the segments; the 
relative importance of each aspect is represented by how long the 
segment is. The solid darker segments represent the perception by 
the stakeholders of the provision that already exists and the lighter 
portion reflects the amount of improvement that the stakeholders 
would prefer to occur. 

Various montages representing the views of stakeholders were 
produced to illustrate the developing Area Strategy proposals. 

A public consultation took place between 6 December 2011 and 24 
January 2012 on the emerging Aldgate and Tower Area Draft Strategy. 
The public consultation was carried out to ensure that the emerging 
strategy was consistent with the aspirations of the local community.  

Approximately 1270 questionnaires (figure 36) were posted out to 
ALDGATE residents and businesses in the area seeking views on the proposals. 
& Tower Area Enhancement Strategy 

Q u e s  t i o  n n a i r e  42 stakeholders responded to the public consultation, with 88% inease e u n by 24  anua y 2012 
ou 	 iews	and	sugges ions	a e	impo an 	 o	us 	 ea e	u e	 he	
pace	be ow	 o	 e 	us	 now	wha 	you	 hink	o 	 he	p oposals 	

Al e na ively you can emai  us a  a dga ea ea@ci yo london gov uk support of the Strategy. 
Signage Private transport 

Emerging	themes	from	the	consultation Accessibility Public transport 

Respondents took the opportunity to note what they would like to see 
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S  Bo o ph S ee  
•	 Imp ove	pedes ian	naviga ion	 h ough	 he	a ea  

Haydon S ee  i e Some se  S ee  
•	 Widen	 oo way	on	 his	key	 ou e	linking	s	main ained	•	 Vehic e	acce s	 om	Mino i 

whi s  oo ways a e widened  esiden ial a eas o Aldga e High S ee  
ong	•	 Reduce	 he	heigh 	o 	 he	b ick	wa l	a •	 Enhance	 he	envi onmen 	wi h	plan inghe no he n edge o  he s ee  and 

add a ai ing a ong he op edge  
Open space be ween Aldga e S a ion  Bus S a ion•	 Opening	views	 o 	pedes ians	 o	de e 	 1 and i e Some se  S ee  ( iva e land)an i social	behaviou 	 ha 	cu en ly	occu s	 2 •	 Enhance	 he	envi onmen 	wi h	plan ing	

o	so en	 he	u ban	space  
x ng whe e	 hidden 	by	 he	 ic 	wall 		The Gher in 

•	 Sma le 	pedes ian	 ou es	wi l	be	main ained	
inking	in o	 he	Bus	S a ion	 om	 i e	Some e 	
S ee 	 o	en u e	pe meab i y	is	main ained5 

•	 The	exis ing	 oile s	along	Aldga e	High	S ee 	
wi l	be	 eloca ed 	opening	views	in o	 he	a ea	x ng 

om Aldga e Unde g ound S a ion  

A dga e Gy a o y / S  Bo o ph S ee  
•	 a ial	c o u e	 o	mo o 	vehicle	 a fic	 o	 74c ea e	addi ional	pub ic	 pace 	

•	 In oduce	s ee 	 ee	p an ing 	public	
sea ing 	a	pub ic	 oi e  

•	 Remove	pedes ian	unde passes	and	
One-way Cycling3 ease	p ovide	you 	con ac 	de ai s	so	 ha 	we	may	 u y	

assess he esul s o  he consul a ion and ol ow up sugges ions  improved in the area and took the time to express their support of the y  d  c p    Da a P c  c  99   a ag g p a  
a  A  c ac  d a   b  u d y   u p   c u a   

Fenc urch reet 
tion x ngb ing	 oo ways	up	 o	su ace	 evel  

•	 Remove	one-way	wo king	and	make	s ee s	 wo- 6 
way  emoving pedes ian gua d ai ing  

6 

d a   b  pa d  a y d pa y a d a  d a   b  d y d a   d   
c u a   y u av  a y qu  ab u   y u  p a  a   a ag d 
by u  p a    Da a P c  c  D pa    u  v  y  

d  P  x 2 0  u d a  d  2P 2  developing strategy. 
ease	speci y	i 	you	 ep esen 	a	company	o 	any	o he 	g oup  

Name  

Add ess  

x ng 

Vine S ee  C escen  
•	 C ea ion	o 	pub ic	squa e	wi h	p an ing	and	sea ing 	 Barriers3 

WalkingCon ac  de ai s  
•	 Re ain	cu en 	pa king	and	se vicing	vehicle	access  

x ng 
•	 mp ove	and	enhance	 igh ing	 ea u esAme ica Squa e 

7•	 Access	 o 	se vicing	vehicles	main ained	
o 	Vine	S ee 	C escen 	

•	 C ea ion	o 	public	squa e	wi h	plan ing	and	 ea ing 	

•	 Imp ove	and	enhance	s ee 	 igh ing	
o 	bo h	com o 	&	sa e y  

•	 o en ial	 oca ion	 o 	play	 ea u es	o 	pub ic	a 	

The emerging themes from the consultation were: 

• reducing existing traffic congestion, predominatelye a e   e  v e  

on the Transport for London Road network, New Distinct 
spaces identity

ay  
ay 

Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy for all• making it easier to walk or cycle through the area, 
L G TE 

A T 
A G TE 

A Tyc  c   a   
  

  

The Ci y o  ondon eeks you  views on a S a egy 
o  imp ovemen s in he A dga e and owe  a ea  

L G E L G TE 
  

This s a egy p ovides a amewo k o  envi onmen al and 
B S US 

T T Nan po a ion imp ovemen s wi hin he A dga e & owe  A ON 

a ea  guiding he long e m changes as si es a e e-
deve oped  whils  p oviding he con ex  o  sho  o  medium 

• encouraging development and use of publice m ac ions aimed a  imp oving he s ee s and spaces  

E C U CH F C U CH 
T E T 

 The p incipal aims and objec ives o  he p oposals a e  S E T 

F N H R H 
S R T 

N HU H 
R ET 

 •	 To	achieve	a	success ul	ba ance	be ween	 Key emerging themes 
i Historic 

environment 
pedes  ans and o he  modes o  anspo  in    

Seatingspaces during the day and night, 
OW R T W Rhe main is ues a ec ing he Aldga eo de  o enhance he pedes ian expe i A W Y A E AY 

T W R H L T WE  H Lence  
 &	Towe 	a ea	have	been	iden ified	as	•	 To	in oduce	mo e	g een	e emen s	such	  

pa  o  he ini ial esea ch unde aken as s ee  ees and p an ing  and h ough consul ing wi h 
•	 To	imp ove	 he	qua i y	and	consis ency	o 	 s akeho de s  The key s a egy hemes 

su ace ma e ia s and s ee  u ni u e o 
c ea e an enhanced s ee  scene  

ha 	have	eme ged	a e	as	 ol ows  x ng ne w y & w  way ee  A p a na  ne w y & w  way ee  & ower Area Enhancement Strategy 
•	 To	 emove	 he	A dga e	one-way	s ee s	and	make	

hese	 wo-way 	c ea ing	a	new	pub ic	space  

•	 To	imp ove	links	be ween	 anspo 	hubs	in	 he	a ea  

•	 To	smoo h	 a fic	flow	and	 educe	jou ney- ime	
va iabili y	and	 a fic	conges ion	in	 he	Ci y  

ou  opinion is impo an  o us  Wha  we va ue mos  a e you  
views	on	how	 he	a ea	can	be	imp oved	 o	ma e	i 	easie 	
o	find	you 	way	a ound	and	 o	p ovide	a	mo e	pleasan 	
envi onmen 	so	 ha 	 he	s a egy	can	inc ude	 he	bes 	ideas 	

Design Guidelines
  
The design guide ines indica e a ange o  app oaches  
ma e ials 	fi ings	and	 ea u es	 ha 	would	complemen 	
he	A dga e	&	 owe 	a ea 	They	 peci ca ly	cove  

•	 aving 

•	 S ee 	 u ni u e 

•	 igh ing 

•	 an ing 

•	 ublic	A  

•	 Signage 

The e	is	a	 ink	 o	 he	Ci y	S ee 	Scene	Manual	a 	
wwwci yoflondon govuk aldga ea eacon ul a ion  

1  mp ove he a ival o A dga e 
2   inding you  way a ound mo e easily 
3   Make one-way s ee s wo-way 
4   C ea e a p easan  envi onmen  
5   n oduce mo e g eene y o he a ea 
6   C ea e mo e places sui able o  eve yone 
7  Balancing he needs o  a l u e s 
8  C ea e a cha ac e  and iden i y o  he a ea 

Ques ionnai e
 
ou  views on how o imp ove his a ea a e impo an  
o	us 	so	p ea e	comp e e	 he	ques ionnai e	and	
e u n	i 	by	24 	 anua y	20 2 	no	pos age	s amp	is	
equi ed 	 ou	may	also	submi 	commen s	by	email	 o 	
a dga ea ea@ci yoflondon govuk 

Exhibi ion
 
An	exhibi ion	o 	 he	p opo a s	will	be	held	a 	S 	Bo olph	
House	on	 he	co ne 	o 	Hound di ch	and	S 	Bo o ph	
S ee  om he 7 	Decembe 	which	wi l	be	signpos ed	
o 	exac 	loca ion 	This	exhibi ion	will	 un	be ween	7  
Decembe 	20 	and	20 	 anua y	20 2 	Ci y	o 	 ondon	
s a 	wi l	be	availab e	a 	 his	exhibi ion	 om	 he	7  o 

The emoval o  he Aldga e one way s ee s a ound he 
A dga e unde g ound s a ion o wo way s ee s and 
he	subsequen 	c ea ion	o 	a	new	pub ic	space	is	a	Ci y	
o 	 ondon	Co e	 o icy 	Du ing	 he	ini ial	con ul a ion	
s akeho de s made i  clea  ha  hey had an aspi a ion o 
make	as	many	one-way	s ee s	 wo-way	as	possib e 	This	is	
in	pa 	suppo ed	by	 he	Mayo s	T anspo 	S a egy  	which	
includes advoca ing measu es o make s ee s mo e 
a ac ive	by	 emoving	gy a o ies	and	one-way	s ee s	 o	
imp ove	 he	u ban	envi onmen 	Whi s 	local	imp ovemen s	
will	be	guided	by	 his	A ea	S a egy 	 he	impac 	o 	changes	
on	key	 an po 	movemen s	ac oss	 his	 egion	o 	 ondon	will	
need	 o	be	conside ed	as	we l  

22 	Decembe 	20 	and	again	be ween	9  anua y 
o	20 	 anua y	20 2	 o	answe 	any	que ies	you	may	
have 	They	wi l	be	available	on	Tue days	and	Thu sdays	
be ween	midday	and	2 00pm	and	6 00pm	and	8 00pm 	

Wha  happens nex ? 

The	S a egy	wi l	be	as essed	in	ligh 	o 	 he	
commen s eceived and evised o ake he e 
views	in o	accoun 	whe e	pos ible 	

u he  De ails 

I 	you	 equi e	any	 u he 	in o ma ion	on	 he e	
p oposa s p ease con ac  Sa ah Whi eho n on 
020	7332	3564  

This	documen 	can	be	made	avai ab e 	upon	 eques 	in	
o he 	 anguages 	 a ge	p in 	B ai e	and	on	 ape 	 ease	
con ac 	 he	Depa men 	o 	 he	Buil 	Envi onmen 	Enqui ies	
Desk	on	020	7332	 7 0	who	wi l	be	happy	 o	help  

• encouraging greening, trees, and biodiversity; and 

Lighting Gateway• increasing opportunities for sport, play and recreational use. 
Greenspace / streets Consistant 

street material 
paletteThe consultation summary document is appended. 

e a me   e  v me  
del ve ing sustainable s reets 

Figure 36: Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy public consultation questionnaire Figure 37: Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy summary of consultation responses 
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The Strategy 
This section describes the City’s 

objectives and desired outcomes for 
the next 10 years in greater detail. 
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4.1 The Strategy objectives 
The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has been informed by the 
City of London’s policies and an evidence of need (see Part 3: an 
urban analysis, a summary of intensive workshops with 430 stake-
holders and a further public consultation during December 2011 and 
January 2012).  

The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are: 

•	 To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change 
(MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

•	 To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street 
environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes 
throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

•	 To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public 
spaces that meet the needs of the City’s community, to offer opportunities for play, 
leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

•	 To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows 
throughout the strategy area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-
way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street environment 
for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different 
modes of transport. 

•	 To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate the 
runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote the re-use of rainwater, 
and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat 
island effect through additional street trees and planting. 

•	 To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, 
in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George 
Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate 
Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary 
School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

•	 To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides 
a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards 
maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and 
business centre. 
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4.2 Key areas of opportunity 
4.2.1	Developing	key	areas	of	opportunity 

The intensive consultation and analysis of the Area, that helped define 
the Strategy objectives, has enabled officers to identify five key areas 
of opportunity through which the Core Strategy vision can be realised 
and the Strategy objectives can be met. A list of potential projects, 
most of which fall within the key areas of opportunity, has also been 
identified. The ‘Key Areas’ and many of the potential projects are 
indicated in Figure 38. 

4.2.2	Potential	projects	to	deliver	key	areas	of	opportunity 

The potential projects, listed in Table 3 on the next page, would help 
deliver the objectives of the Area Strategy within the key areas of 
opportunity.  

An indicative cost and the potential funding sources are noted 
alongside the proposed projects in Table 3. Cumulatively the 
indicative expenditures are in the order of £14.35 million. The pivotal 
proposal in the Area Strategy is the conversion of the Aldgate gyratory 
and the creation of the new public open space (in the region of £7.0 
million) as defined in the Core Strategy Policy CS8. It is expected that 
the implementation of the proposals will be externally funded from 
various financial sources, such as Section 106 contributions, the new 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), GLA Group funding streams 
(including TfL), funding from the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, 
and other external funding bodies. It is expected that implementation 
of the high priority schemes will encourage further development in 
the area and hence generate further contributions. 

The projects in each of the key areas have been considered carefully.  
Prioritisation is proposed in three categories, (high, medium and low) 
so that: 

• A high priority is given to proposals that will tackle road safety, 
improving the main links between residential estates and 
community facilities and key measures that would ‘unlock’ and 
encourage economic regeneration of the area; 

• A medium priority is given to proposals that will improve links 
through the area, add sustainability features and create urban 
green open spaces. All of these will improve air quality, improve 
biodiversity, absorb noise, and, improve community amenity for 
workers, residents and visitors; 

• The remaining proposals are given a low 
priority. These proposals will help form a 
consistent, homogenous appearance 
and function for the area. These proposals 
include less significant street scene 
enhancements. 

4.2.3	Developing	key	areas	of	opportunity 

This strategy is based upon five key areas 
of opportunity as set out in pages 52-61. 

Key
  Aldgate & Tower Area 
      Strategy Boundary

      Key Area of Opportunity

      Proposed Scheme 

Figure 38: Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy key areas of opportunity and potential project locations 
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Project Priority Indicative Cost 
(£’000s) 

Potential Funding 
Source 

Comments 

Key Area of Opportunity 

Aldgate Gyratory 

Remove gyratory and create a public space - 
remove subways and improve mobility in area 

(Private) Trinity and bus station improvements 

Key Area of Opportunity 

Vine Street and Crescent Green Pedestrian Links 

Vine Street / Crescent / Hammett  Street 

America Square 

Lighting Vine Street underbridge 

Vine Street 

Little Somerset Street 

Little Somerset Street 

Minories 

Lighting Minories underbridge 
- consider movement sensor lighting 

Minories 

Haydon Street 

Portsoken Street 

High 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

High 

Low 

High 

Low 

Low 

7,000 TfL 
S.106 
LBTH 

1,000 Private / TfL 

750 S.106 

650 S.106 
Green Corridors 

80 S.106 
CIL 

500 S.106 
CIL 

750 S.106 
CIL 

80 TfL 
S.106 / CIL 

1,000 S.106 / CIL 

500 S.106 / CIL 

100 S.106 
CIL 

Transformational change.  This project meets all Core Strategy Objectives. 

This will only be realised if third parties wish to develop their land.  

Green space, biodiversity, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDs), improved air quality, 
play space and opportunity for public art providing an improved walking route.  

Green space, biodiversity, SUDs, improved air quality, play space and 
opportunity for public art providing an improved walking route.  

Improve the experience under the bridge to enhance the pedestrian link 
connecting projects at America Square and the Crescent. 

Provide and enhance the walking environment along this link.  Add 
street trees and other planting and widen footways. 

Provide and enhance the walking environment along this link.  Add street 
trees and other planting, widen footways and consider SUDs. 

Improve the experience under the bridge to improve the waiting environment 
at the bus stop and enhance the connection along Minories. 

Widen footways, encourage the use of outdoor space, planting and 
consider the introduction of possible two-way traffic. 

Widen footways, provide green walls (third party walls) and enhance this popular pedestrian and cycle link. 

Consider enhancing the street and listed building, which will attract people to the 
Portsoken play space. Review the loading and servicing requirements. 

Table 3:  Potential projects to deliver the Strategy objectives 
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Project Priority Indicative Cost 
(£’000s) 

Potential Funding 
Source 

Comments 

Crutched Friars and Jewry Street 

Crutched Friars Medium 200 S.106 
CIL 

Implementation programmed. 
Includes widening the footways. 

Lighting Crutched Friars underbridge Medium 80 S.106 / CIL Enhance the place function as well as the link. 

Jewry  Street greening Medium 400 S.106 
Green Corridors 

Widen footways, improve planting for biodiversity and improved air quality, consider SUDs, construct 
side road entry treatments to enhance the pedestrian experience and inset parking. 

Savage Gardens N/A 250 S.106 Completed. 

Crutched Friars junction with 
Jewry Street, Lloyds Avenue 

All over Strategy Area 

N/A 110 S.106 / CIL Completed. 

Raised tables on main walking routes Medium 150 S.106 
CIL 

Provide a consistent enhancement to the Strategy Area – enhance 
the inclusive accessibility of the environment. 

Navigation sign review Medium 150 S.106 / CIL Make finding your way around easier.  Reduce clutter and chose appropriate unobtrusive locations. 

Complete intuitive way-finding through 
use of materials 

Other enhancement 

Medium 300 S.106 
CIL 

Linking pedestrian connections through the area by applying a consistent 
palette of materials to the footway and carriageway. 

Seething Lane gardens Low 100 S.106 / CIL Dependant on development. 

Seething Lane table High 200 S.106 / CIL Slow traffic. 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	4.2.3.1 Key area of opportunity - Aldgate Gyratory 

The highest priority for the Strategy is to remove the gyratory and 
replace it with two-way working on St Botolph Street and Aldgate 
High Street, thus creating a public space between the Sir John Cass 
Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. This project 
is key to encouraging economic regeneration in the surrounding 
area and attracting development and further funding to support the 
improvements throughout the remaining Strategy Area. 

Currently, the area is dominated by vehicular traffic with a poor 
urban realm. The layout of both planting and street furniture reduces 
permeability and connectivity through the area for residents, London 
bus users, cyclists and pedestrians.   

The Aldgate Gyratory Key Area provides an opportunity to enhance 
function and add a pleasant open space in which to spend 
time. The changes will seek to provide an opportunity to invest in 
sustainability, improve bio-diversity, reduce noise and improve air 
quality (particularly around the Sir John Cass Primary School). There 
is also an opportunity also to add elements of play to the space, 
introduce trees, seating and a high quality streetscape. Road safety 
will be improved with the aim of not impacting upon journey time. The 
church setting will be enhanced and Sir John Cass school will benefit 
from the changes. The transformational change that the project will 
deliver should encourage economic regeneration by making the 
area more attractive to businesses and will markedly improve the links 
through the area for commuters, visitors, residents and workers. 
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•	 Create green public open space 

•	 Remove barriers to movement and design the road 

crossings and space to support pedestrian desire lines 

•	 Make the area around the gyratory inclusive and accessible 

•	 Increase provision for cyclists 

•	 Animate open spaces with opportunities for play and events 

•	 Plant the area to reduce noise, improve 

air quality and biodiversity 

•	 Potential to introduce Sustainable Urban Drainage 

(SUDs) with the opportunity of utilising SUD storage to 

mitigate against the impacts of climate change 

•	 Encourage users to spend time: provide seating 

and a pleasurable environment 

•	 Two-way traffic provision to maintain, 
if not improve, journey times 

•	 Bus provision retained and make it easier to 

navigate on surface between bus stops 

•	 Improve signage in the area towards points of interest 
– this may be a matter of relocating existing signage, 
reducing sign clutter, and improving routes away from 

the space so that pedestrians follow routes intuitively 

•	 Improve and enhance the environment surrounding 

the underground and bus station to improve the 

arrival to the area, a gateway to the City 

•	 Reinforce the high street spine 

Artist’s impression of 
public open space 

Finsbury Circus 

Artist’s impression of public open space 

Carter Lane St Paul’s Gardens 
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4.2.3.2 Key area of opportunity – Vine Street and Crescent green 

pedestrian link 

The Crescent and America Square were part of a formal development 
designed by George Dance the Younger. It is amongst the first 
examples of formal development in the City and marked a significant 
shift in London town planning in the late eighteenth century. 

Hammett Street, Crescent, Vine Street and America Square together 
provide an opportunity to use planting to effect a green pedestrian 
link, enhancing the original formal sequence of Square, Crescent and 
Circus (where the Circus is now represented by a paved circle within 
Tower Hill gardens). 

Reinstating the Square, Crescent, Circus link requires the re-opening of 
the southern end of the crescent, through to Tower Hill gardens. 

Hammett Street, Crescent, Vine Street to Jewry Street is a well used 
link into the City, especially for taxis.  The public realm is poor and 
includes a rail bridge over Vine Street. The Georgian buildings around 
the Crescent were in places removed through: construction of the 
Fenchurch Street Station railway; construction of the Metropolitan 
and District line; and bomb damage during the Second World War 
(WWII). The remaining buildings have been refurbished to retain the 
form and plan of the Crescent. The adopted Crescent Conservation 
Area Character Summary and Management Strategy SPD notes that 
there is evidence that the Crescent, pre WWII, had a central garden. 

The proposals provide an opportunity to enhance Conservation 
Areas, which is a statutory duty (Section 71(1) of the Planning (Listed 
buildings and Conservation Area) 1990 Act). They will also enhance 
the Tower of London World Heritage Site local setting. 

There is an opportunity to change the appearance of the area from 
being dominated by traffic to becoming a greened pedestrian link 
with new green public spaces in the Crescent and Square. The spaces 
will provide opportunity for sustainable drainage features, play, public 
art and improvements in air quality and biodiversity. These measures 
will improve the environment for workers, residents, and visitors.  

An existing pedestrian link between Coopers Row and Vine Street 
passes through sections of the original London Wall (a scheduled 
Ancient Monument) and this would be enhanced by the green link 
proposals. A further improvement opportunity to investigate is an exit 
from the eastern end of the Fenchurch Street Station rail platforms to 
Vine Street.    

Should the link between Crescent and Circus be re-established this 
would provide a more pleasant pedestrian link between Tower Hill 
and Aldgate High Street, including the bus, underground and rail 
services at Aldgate. Should an exit from the eastern end of Fenchurch 
Street Station rail platforms be established on to Vine Street, the links 
through the area would be further improved for commuters, visitors 
and workers.  
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• Rebalance the public highway, reducing 

carriageway whilst maintaining servicing and 

access, giving space back to pedestrians 

• Create space that encourages people to spend time 

• Provide seating 

• Consider public art 

• Consider planting and timbers to improve biodiversity 

• Reinforce the Crescent 

• Introduce a green space to improve air quality, 
biodiversity and Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) 

• Introduce green walls where relevant to absorb noise 

• Improve lighting to increase perception of safety 

• Repave for a more comfortable inclusive environment 

• Consider making changes elsewhere to reduce traffic 

volumes and encourage walking and cycling 

• Through the opportunity of development re-open the southern 

end of the Crescent linking and changing pedestrian movements 
to/from the Underground station and the Tower of London 

Artist’s impression of America Square 

Devonshire Square 

Carter Lane Gardens Artist’s impression of Crescent Bow Lane 
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4.2.3.3 Key area of opportunity – Little Somerset Street 

Little Somerset Street is a well used pedestrian route connecting 
Aldgate underground and bus stations with Mansell Street and into 
the adjacent London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH). It is particularly 
well used by residents from the Mansell Street Guinness Trust residential 
estate to access community services, City library facilities, school and 
public transport provision. The street has a public house at either end 
of it, although the central section is inactive. The west of the street is 
dominated by a boarded up vacant office building at 15/16 Minories, 
the east is lined with boundary walls. Vehicle movements are infrequent. 
Pedestrians generally walk in the carriageway as the public realm is 
dominated by a wide carriageway and narrow footways that are set 
back from pedestrian desire lines. 

The northern end of the street has very narrow footways and a double 
height stepped kerb across the main pedestrian desire line. 

There is an opportunity to widen the footways and introduce green 
walls or trees. The environment can be enhanced without impacting on 
function through the use of softer landscaping which would improve air 
quality, biodiversity and absorb some noise. Elements of play may well 
be able to be incorporated in an improved high quality streetscape. 
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• Rebalance the carriageway and footway to 

match the function, maintaining space at the 

head of the street for delivery lorries to turn. 

•	 Where possible plant trees 

• Consider approaching third parties along the street to 

introduce green walls, visually softening the environment but 
absorbing noise, improving air quality and biodiversity 

• Ensure adequate lighting 

• Redesign the northern end of Somerset Street to improve 

inclusive access along this popular pedestrian route 

•	 Support local pedestrian links 

•	 Where possible add elements of play and public art Seating experiment Aldermanbury Square Street furniture 

Artist’s impression of Little Somerset Street 

Public art Green Wall - Newgate Street 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	4.2.3.4 Key area of opportunity – Minories 

Minories carriageway supports one-way traffic, waiting and loading, 
including taxi ranks, and the footways are not very wide. It is currently 
dominated by the width of carriageway; but despite this, many cafes 
and restaurants manage to activate and vitalise the street by providing 
outdoor dining on their narrow forecourts where space permits. 

To further encourage outdoor dining and support small businesses 
there is an opportunity to widen footways along Minories while 
maintaining its traffic function. Planting can be provided if careful 
thought is given to constraints with regards to depth of cover over the 
underground and care to minimise footway obstructions. There could 
be a more pleasant link provided along Minories from the key area of 
opportunity proposed for Vine Street and Crescent, to the potential 
public open space described in the key area of opportunity for the 
Aldgate gyratory. 
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•	 Widen the footway 

•	 Add greenery 

•	 Install side road entry treatments 

•	 Consider loading and waiting requirements 

•	 Consider table and chair licences 

•	 Possiblity for two-way traffic 

•	 Consider adding elements of play and public art 

St Swithin’s Lane 

Wayfinding Cheapside 

Heddon Street Savage Gardens 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	4.2.3.5 Key area of opportunity - Crutched Friars and Jewry Street 

Crutched Friars and Jewry Street link residents, visitors, commuters 
and workers from the Tower Area and Fenchurch Street station to the 
potential new open space off Aldgate High Street.  

Currently, the carriageway is wider than necessary for its traffic 
function. There is an opportunity to make this link attractive for 
pedestrians travelling through the area. Improvements would include 
widened footways, consideration of inset loading and waiting bays 
and trees planted along the street. Tree placement would have 
to take the buried London Wall ruins under the eastern footway of 
Jewry Street and unscheduled remains of Crutched Friars in Savage 
Gardens into consideration. A green link of trees would improve air 
quality, provide an opportunity for sustainable drainage and help to 
develop biodiversity.  Improving the link in this way would reinforce to 
pedestrians that it is an attractive path through the area. 
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• Widen footways and pave with york stone to tie in with 

the proposed transformational change at the gyratory, 
the Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area, the Sir John Cass 
Foundation building, Savage Gardens through to the Trinity 

Conservation Area and improvements to Crutched Friars 

• Tree planting - with consideration given to the buried 

remnants of the scheduled monument, the London Wall 

• Inset waiting and parking to visually narrow 

carriageway, reducing speeds and enhancing 

the pedestrian and cycling experience 

• Encourage outdoor dining on Crutched 

Friars with the widened footways 

• Consider seating on street 

• Install raised entry treatments to further enhance 

pedestrian experience and reduce speed of traffic Savage Gardens Mirror experiment - Knightrider Court 

Basinghall Avenue High Timber Street 
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Area Strategy Design Guidelines 

Making	movement	intuitive	throughout	the	area 

• Dressing the streets with a consistent palette of materials 
so that pedestrians are led in a certain direction 

• Providing raised tables to give a perception of 
pedestrian priority (side road entry treatment) 

• Providing crossings on desire lines 

• Considering building entrances, especially from hotels, 
large office buildings or resident blocks and public transport 
provision, and providing improvements along the most 
intuitive paths leading to and from these locations 

• Related to greening an area and providing a public open 
space – these spaces may be either avoided or utilised 
considering how they are designed for passing pedestrians 

• Cyclist routes provided with a consistent approach and 
crossings or lanes to match the desire lines of many cyclists. 

• By reducing one-way streets and returning them to two-way 
working general traffic and cyclists will benefit from a more 
common and intuitive navigation and use of the road space. 

Increasing	public	open	spaces	and	greenery	to	the	area 

• Provide a series of linked open spaces 

• Provide as much greenery in the open spaces to attract 
residents, workers and visitors to the area to spend time 

• Add trees to streets to improve air quality and the 
environment, visually linking green spaces 

• Provide adequate lighting and design spaces so that they 
are quite open – in relation to perceived crime and safety 

Traffic:	Local	v	Strategic 

• Local movements include passengers interchanging 
between London’s strategic public transport 
provision, pedestrians, and cyclists. 

• Strategic traffic includes the Transport for London Inner 
Ring Road, Commuter Coaches and London Buses. 

• Balancing the needs of these two user groups is important 
to the Strategy; transformational change on the local scale 
will need to be achieved in consideration for the journey 

Beaufort House Open Space 

Braham New square 
Street Park 

America Square 
Portsoken Street 

Savage Gardens 

Vine Street Crescent 

Public	art,	play,	leisure	and	events Seething Lane
Gardens 

• The City of London runs a Public 
Art Initiative, featuring art in 

Green spaces around public open spaces to improve 
the Tower of London 

the accessibility to art 

• London Metropolitan University 
runs a number of programmes 
with it’s architect students; a 
current programme looks to bring Key Public Green Spaces
to life disused public spaces Additional green space 

• Coordinate events in the area to 
Existing 

make the open spaces ‘come alive’ 

• The City of London festival programme can be extended to 
make use of green spaces developed through the strategy 

times and movements of the strategic traffic in the area. • Provide or enhance opportunities for play and leisure 
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Appendix 

The Consultation Summary Document 
produced in May 2012 is appended. 
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	1.0Executive Summary 
	1.0Executive Summary 

	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy provides a detailed framework for transport and environmental enhancements to address the challenges and policies set out in the City of London’s Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy. 
	The Strategy covers an area bounded by London Borough of Tower Hamlets, the Transport for London Inner Ring Road, the Tower of London, Fenchurch Street Station and the Eastern City Cluster. The Aldgate and Tower Area includes residential estates, resident apartment blocks, churches, businesses, luxury hotels, retail, an extensive public transport provision for interchanging commuters and visitors, and educational facilities.   
	The City’s LDF Core Strategy Policy CS8 highlights Aldgate as a ’Key City Place’. CS8 seeks to remove the gyratory to create a large public open space, and recognises the need to improve links through the 
	area, both for interchange and the benefit of the local community. 
	area, both for interchange and the benefit of the local community. 

	The Area Strategy document explains how the vision set out in the City’s Core Strategy Policy CS8 can be delivered in terms of transportation and public realm improvement work. Future needs of the Area have 
	The Area Strategy document explains how the vision set out in the City’s Core Strategy Policy CS8 can be delivered in terms of transportation and public realm improvement work. Future needs of the Area have 
	been considered guided by the City’s Core Strategy, the London Plan and the Central London Sub-Regional Transport Strategy. Urban analysis provided a context for understanding the needs that were expressed by stakeholders during an extensive consultation so that 

	City officers could begin to indicatively illustrate changes that could 
	be delivered in terms of transport and public realm enhancements. 
	The summary of the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are as follows: 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 
	transformational change. 
	transformational change. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	To improve accessibility of streets creating an inclusive street environment so that way-finding is made easier. 

	• 
	• 
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming 


	streets and public spaces that offer opportunities for play, art and cultural events. 
	• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, improving 
	road safety.  
	road safety.  

	Photo 1:  The existing Aldgate Gyratory 
	• To identify opportunities for planting, Sustainable Drainage 
	Systems, to promote biodiversity and improve local air quality. 
	Systems, to promote biodiversity and improve local air quality. 

	• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its 
	heritage assets. 
	heritage assets. 

	• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions 
	well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents. 
	The schemes to implement the City’s objectives and desired 
	outcomes for the next 10 years have been grouped into five key areas 
	of opportunity. A list of proposed schemes that could deliver the Area Strategy has been developed and the indicative total cost of these schemes is £14.35 million. The schemes are prioritised to encourage economic regeneration, by making the area more attractive to businesses, and addressing road safety. Also, schemes that enhance links for residents and provide a green, high quality street environment are important. 

	Introduction & Policy 
	Introduction & Policy 
	Introduction & Policy 

	This section provides an overview of the 
	existing planning policy context which is relevant to the Aldgate and Tower Area and against which any planning applications will 
	be assessed by the City Corporation. 
	2.1Introduction 
	2.1Introduction 
	The City of London or ‘Square Mile’ is a unique place with distinct environmental, social and economic characteristics. It is home to approximately 10,000 residents, provides employment for over 370,000 workers and attracts over four million visitors each year. The challenge facing the City is to coordinate the delivery of sustainable long-term economic growth whilst at the same time providing for population growth and protecting and improving the environment and quality of life. 
	The City is expected to see continued growth in the medium to longer term with the working population anticipated to increase by 96,000 people to 428,000 between 2006 and 2026 (Source: City of London Local Development Framework). The City needs to plan for future growth in order to ensure that it functions successfully and sustainably, supports its residential community and maintains the City’s status as the world’s leading international 
	financial and business centre. 
	The City of London’s Department of the Built Environment has developed several Area Strategies to provide a detailed framework for transport and environmental improvements 
	within defined geographical areas of the City. These strategies address the challenges 
	and policies set out in the City of London’s Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy.  This document sets out the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy. 
	The aim of this Strategy is to transform the area by encouraging economic growth and regeneration. The delivery of the Strategy will improve the environmental quality within the area and go some way to help strengthen local amenity for the residential community. 
	The Strategy covers an area bounded by London Borough of Tower Hamlets, the Transport for London Inner Ring Road, the Tower of London, Fenchurch Street Station and the Eastern City Cluster.  See figure 1. 
	The Core Strategy Policy CS8 identifies Aldgate as one of the five Key City Places and seeks 
	to regenerate the local amenities and the environment for businesses, residents, workers, visitors and students, and to promote development and investment. 
	The Strategy establishes the overall context of the study area considering its historic form, built environment, land use, movement patterns, use of materials and internal and views across the area. 
	Design guidelines have been developed which will shape the transformational change 
	sought by the Strategy. The Strategy identifies five Key Areas of Opportunity and finally a 
	list of potential schemes that could deliver the Strategy’s objectives within these Key Areas. 

	2.2Location 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area is located to the east of the City of London and forms part of the City fringe. It has formed a key gateway to the City Since medieval times with the area’s name derived from the Ald Gate in the old London Wall. 
	In comparison with other areas within the City, Aldgate and Tower has a wide range of stakeholders. The area is recognised in the London Plan as an Opportunity Area and it notes that the Portsoken Ward falls within the top 25% deprived areas within Britain. However, the 
	area and its periphery also boast a significant number of high end 
	hotels and residential dwellings. Businesses in the Area tend to provide 
	support services to the City’s financial services and there are also a 
	number of clubs and bars which attract a growing number of night time visitors.   
	The Area has an extensive public transport provision with a complex arrangement of possible interchange options. Aldgate bus station, Aldgate and Tower Hill Underground stations, Tower Gateway DLR station and Fenchurch Street railway station are within the Strategy boundary.  Interchanging or moving between public transport in the Area on foot is an important element of the Area’s character. 
	of tall buildings which forms a distinctive element in the skyline. This cluster contains the greatest density of businesses and jobs in 
	the Square Mile. Buildings are principally used as offices for the 
	banking and insurance industries. However, there are also other land uses including retail, particularly at Leadenhall Market.  
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	There are many strategic traffic routes which include: the Inner Ring 
	Road which joins the main route east towards Canary Wharf; routes 
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	Bank 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area includes residential estates, residential 
	apartment blocks, churches and synagogoues, businesses, luxury 
	apartment blocks, churches and synagogoues, businesses, luxury 
	Mansion 

	hotels, retail, education facilities and extensive public transport 
	provision for interchanging commuters and visitors. The education 
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	Directly to the north of the Strategy Area is the Middlesex Street residential estate, the transport hub at Liverpool Street Station and the Riverside Area 
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	are Whitechapel Gallery, the Tower of London, and Leadenhall Market. 
	Bridge 
	Bridge 
	Bridge 

	Immediately to the west of the Area is the Eastern City Cluster; a cluster 
	Figure 1:  The Aldgate and Tower Area Location Map 
	2.3 Policy 
	2.3 Policy 
	2.3.1.Policy.framework 
	This section establishes the policy framework which provides the context for the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy. The Area Strategy document will meet the strategic aims contained within the London Plan, the City’s Corporate Plan, Local Development Framework Core Strategy, Local Implementation Plan, Community Strategy, Open Space Strategy, Climate Change Mitigation Strategy and the Department of the Built Environment Business Plan. 
	The City’s Local Development Framework (LDF) contains the vision, policies and proposals for future planning of the City and comprises a suite of documents that set out the City’s planning strategy and policy approach to spatial planning issues. 
	Figure 2 below illustrates the relationship between the Aldgate and Tower Area strategy, the City’s Core Strategy and the London-wide planning policies. The adjacent London Borough of Tower Hamlets 
	(LBTH) LDF also influences the development of the Area Strategy as 
	the Area serves communities in both the City          and Tower Hamlets. 
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	2.3.1.1.London.wide.policy 

	The potential for transformational change in the Aldgate and Tower Area has been recognised in both regional and local policy.  
	The London Plan (2011) aims to: “…support wider regeneration (including in particular improvements to environmental quality) and integrate development proposals to the surrounding areas especially areas for regeneration…” 
	The London Plan indicates that within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ), the Aldgate area is an “Area of Opportunity”.  
	The London Sub Regional Transport Central Plan (updated 2012) indicates the future demand for transport and the planned response to this. Given the plethora of public transport provision and the proximity 
	to strategic traffic routes, the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has 
	been prepared with due consideration of the regional transport plans. 
	2.3.1.2.City.of.London.-.Core.Strategy 
	The City of London’s Core Strategy Development Plan Document which was adopted by the Court of Common Council on 8 September 2011, is the most important document contained within the Local Development Framework (LDF). The Core Strategy is a planning document that sets out a spatial framework for how the City Corporation wants to see the City of London develop to 2026 and beyond. It takes account of projected changes in economic circumstances, employment levels, transport needs, housing needs, the impact of 
	LBTH LDF 2010 
	LBTH LDF 2010 

	and visitors). 
	LBTH Aldgate Masterplan 2007 
	LBTH Aldgate Masterplan 2007 
	Policy CS8: Aldgate 
	To regenerate the amenities and environment of the Aldgate area for businesses, residents, workers, visitors and students, and promoting development and investment, by: 
	1.
	1.
	1.
	  Promoting the Aldgate area as an attractive office and residential location to assist in its regeneration. 

	2.
	2.
	  Identifying and meeting residents’ needs, particularly on the Middlesex and Mansell Street Estates, utilising a range of funding sources to: 


	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	 maximise training, education and employment opportunities for residents; 

	(ii)
	(ii)
	  maximise opportunities for delivering health, community and educational services and facilities for residents; 


	(iii)  create additional publicly accessible open space and additional accessible play space for children; 
	(iv)  encourage local retail facilities. 
	3.  Improving transport connections and pedestrian links, especially between the housing estates and Aldgate Station and Sir John Cass School and between Aldgate and Aldgate East stations: 
	(i)
	(i)
	(i)
	  replacing the Aldgate Gyratory (St. Botolph’s section) with a two way street system providing additional public open space; 

	(ii)
	(ii)
	  improving Aldgate Bus Station to deliver improved access for  pedestrians to and from community facilities, housing estates, open spaces and retail facilities; 


	(iii)  improving signage for visitors from Liverpool Street Station to Tower Hill and from Aldgate to Cheapside. 
	4.  Enhancing the public realm of the Aldgate area, its streets and spaces and implementing improvement schemes at Middlesex Street and St. Botolph’s House. Identifying opportunities for urban greening schemes, congestion and pollution reduction measures, particularly in the vicinity of Sir John Cass School and Middlesex Street and Mansell Street Estates. 

	Figure 2:  Policy Framework Figure 3:  The City of London’s Core Strategy Policy CS8 
	The Spatial Strategy (see Figure 4), as contained within the LDF, 
	identifies five key areas; the “Key City Places” across the City which 
	face particular challenges over the next 20 years. 
	One of these “Key City Places” is the Aldgate area (figure 5). Policy CS8 Aldgate (see figure 3 on page 9) seeks to remove the gyratory to create a large public open space, and recognises the need to improve the links through the area both for interchange and for the 
	benefit of the local community. 
	2.3.1.3 Other policy considerations 
	2.3.1.3 Other policy considerations 

	The following supplementary planning documents (SPD) and guidance have also been taken into consideration whilst developing the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy: 
	• Conservation Areas in the City of London: a 
	General Introduction to their Character. 
	• Crescent Conservation Area Character Summary 
	and Management Strategy SPD. 
	• Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area Character 
	Summary and Management Strategy SPD. 
	Thames & the Riverside Cheapside Eastern Cluster Aldgate The North of the City Islington Camden City of W estminster Hackney Tower Hamlets Southwark Lambeth RiverThames RiverThames Crossrail Thameslink Thameslink Crossrail LondonOverground 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Protected Views SPD. 

	• 
	• 
	Tree Strategy SPD. 


	In addition, the following documents were also referenced in developing the Strategy objectives: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	the Street Scene Manual. 

	• 
	• 
	the City’s Play Strategy. 

	• 
	• 
	the City’s Noise Strategy. 

	• 
	• 
	the City’s Air Quality Strategy. 

	• 
	• 
	the City’s Climate Change Mitigation and Adoptation Strategies. 


	The Aldgate Public Realm Strategy finalised in February 2009 was 
	a joint local authority document covering the City, Transport for 
	London’s Road Network, and the London Borough of Tower Hamlets. 
	It was project managed by Design for London, the Greater London Authority’s urban design arm. One of the main desired outcomes was to reintroduce and reinforce the High Street spine (Aldgate and Whitechapel) across the local authority boundaries. 
	The City Corporation currently uses section 106 planning obligations, negotiated on new development schemes, to part fund the provision of new infrastructure and deliver street level environmental enhancements. From 2014, the City Corporation will introduce a new Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on development which will replace much of the funding currently delivered through s106. 
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	Figure

	City of London Boundary 
	City of London Boundary 
	City of London Boundary 
	London Overground Station 
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	Combined Heat & Power Station 
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	Visitor Attraction 
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	Residential Area 
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	Education 


	Note: The City of London and surrounding City fringes form part of London’s Central Activities Zone. Commercial offices will remain the main land use in the City with other uses dominant in certain parts. 
	Figure 4:  The City’s Spatial Strategy 
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	2.4 Objectives and vision 
	2.4.1 Objectives 
	2.4.1 Objectives 

	The objectives of the Strategy align with the Strategic Objectives of the City’s Core Strategy, which are: 
	CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1 To maintain the City’s position as the world’s leading international 
	financial and business centre. 
	financial and business centre. 

	CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2 
	To ensure that the challenges facing the five Key City Places are met, 
	complementing the core business function of the City, contributing to 
	its unique character and distinguishing it from other global financial 
	districts. 
	districts. 

	CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3 To promote a high quality of architecture and street scene appropriate to the City’s position at the historic core of London, complementing and integrating the City’s heritage assets and supporting the continued development of the City as a cultural destination for its own communities and visitors. 
	CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4 To ensure that the City of London remains at the forefront of action in response to climate change and other sustainability challenges that face high density urban environments, aiming to achieve national and international recognition for its sustainability initiatives. 
	CORE STRATEGY STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 5 To ensure the provision of inclusive facilities and services that meet the high expectations of the City’s business, resident, student and visitor communities, aiming for continuous improvement in the City’s rating in satisfaction and quality of life surveys. 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has been informed by the City of London’s policies and by building an evidence base of need (see Part 3: an urban analysis, a summary of intensive workshops with 430 stakeholders and a further public consultation during December 2011 & January 2012).  
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are as follows: 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

	•. 
	•. 
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way-finding is made easier. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the Strategy Area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of rainwater, promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 



	2.4.2 Core Strategy policies related to Area Strategy objectives 
	The Core Strategy policies provide the mechanism for delivering the strategic objectives, Table 1 lists the relevant Core Strategy policies and how the Area Strategy objectives relate to these policies. 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	Policy CS1 – Offices 
	Policy CS1 – Offices 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 

	To ensure the City of London 
	To ensure the City of London 
	transformational change (MTS “To support economic 

	provides additional office 
	provides additional office 
	development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

	development of the highest quality to meet demand from 
	development of the highest quality to meet demand from 
	• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment 

	long term employment growth and strengthen the beneficial cluster of activities found in and 
	long term employment growth and strengthen the beneficial cluster of activities found in and 
	for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 

	near the City that contribute 
	near the City that contribute 

	to London’s role as the world’s 
	to London’s role as the world’s 

	leading international financial 
	leading international financial 

	and business centre. 
	and business centre. 

	Policy CS3 – Security and Safety 
	Policy CS3 – Security and Safety 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 

	To ensure that the City is secure 
	To ensure that the City is secure 
	welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 

	from crime, disorder and terrorism, 
	from crime, disorder and terrorism, 
	of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 

	has safe systems of transport 
	has safe systems of transport 
	leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	and is designed and managed to satisfactorily accommodate large numbers of people, thereby increasing public and corporate confidence in the City’s role as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 
	and is designed and managed to satisfactorily accommodate large numbers of people, thereby increasing public and corporate confidence in the City’s role as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 
	• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

	TR
	• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 

	Policy CS4 – Planning 
	Policy CS4 – Planning 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 

	Contributions 
	Contributions 
	transformational change (MTS “To support economic 

	To manage the impact of 
	To manage the impact of 
	development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

	development, seeking appropriate contributions, having regard to the impact of the contributions on the viability of development. 
	development, seeking appropriate contributions, having regard to the impact of the contributions on the viability of development. 
	• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 

	Policy CS8 -Aldgate To regenerate the amenities and 
	Policy CS8 -Aldgate To regenerate the amenities and 
	• To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment 


	Table 1:  Core Strategy Policies Link to the Area Strategy 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	environment of the Aldgate area 
	environment of the Aldgate area 
	for the local residents, that also contributes towards 

	for businesses, residents, workers, 
	for businesses, residents, workers, 
	maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading 

	visitors and students, promoting 
	visitors and students, promoting 
	international financial and business centre. 

	development and investment, by: 
	development and investment, by: 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 

	1. Promoting the Aldgate … 
	1. Promoting the Aldgate … 
	welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 

	to assist in its regeneration. 
	to assist in its regeneration. 
	of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 

	2. Identifying and meeting 
	2. Identifying and meeting 
	leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	residents’ needs… 
	residents’ needs… 
	• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 

	3. Improving transport connections 
	3. Improving transport connections 
	creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 

	and pedestrian links, especially 
	and pedestrian links, especially 
	mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 

	between the housing estates and 
	between the housing estates and 
	the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	Aldgate Station and Sir John Cass 
	Aldgate Station and Sir John Cass 
	• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 

	School and between Aldgate 
	School and between Aldgate 
	Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 

	and Aldgate East stations: 
	and Aldgate East stations: 
	the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 

	(i) replacing the Aldgate Gyratory (St. Botolph’s section) with a 
	(i) replacing the Aldgate Gyratory (St. Botolph’s section) with a 
	rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 

	two way street system providing 
	two way street system providing 
	through additional street trees and planting. 

	additional public open space; 
	additional public open space; 

	(ii) improving Aldgate Bus Station … 
	(ii) improving Aldgate Bus Station … 

	(iii) improving signage for visitors… 
	(iii) improving signage for visitors… 

	4. Enhancing the public realm of the 
	4. Enhancing the public realm of the 

	Aldgate area, its streets and spaces 
	Aldgate area, its streets and spaces 

	and implementing improvement 
	and implementing improvement 

	schemes … identifying opportunities 
	schemes … identifying opportunities 

	for urban greening, congestion 
	for urban greening, congestion 

	and pollution reduction measures. 
	and pollution reduction measures. 

	Policy CS10 – Design 
	Policy CS10 – Design 
	• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus 

	To promote a high standard and 
	To promote a high standard and 
	creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying 

	sustainable design of buildings, streets 
	sustainable design of buildings, streets 
	mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout 

	and spaces, having regard to their 
	and spaces, having regard to their 
	the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	surroundings and the character of the City and creating an inclusive and attractive environment. Requiring the design and management of buildings, streets and spaces to 
	surroundings and the character of the City and creating an inclusive and attractive environment. Requiring the design and management of buildings, streets and spaces to 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	provide for the access needs of all 
	provide for the access needs of all 
	• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 

	the City’s communities, including the 
	the City’s communities, including the 
	Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 

	particular needs of disabled people. 
	particular needs of disabled people. 
	the combined sewer system and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve 



	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	TR
	local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. • To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

	Policy CS11: Visitors, Arts and Culture To maintain and enhance the City’s contribution to London’s world-class cultural status and to enable the City’s communities to access a range of arts, heritage and cultural experiences, in accordance with the City Corporation’s Destination Strategy. 
	Policy CS11: Visitors, Arts and Culture To maintain and enhance the City’s contribution to London’s world-class cultural status and to enable the City’s communities to access a range of arts, heritage and cultural experiences, in accordance with the City Corporation’s Destination Strategy. 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. • To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage

	Policy CS12 – Historic Environment 
	Policy CS12 – Historic Environment 
	• To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and 

	To conserve or enhance the 
	To conserve or enhance the 
	its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the 

	significance of the City’s 
	significance of the City’s 
	London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s 

	heritage assets and their settings, 
	heritage assets and their settings, 
	Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus 

	and provide an attractive 
	and provide an attractive 
	Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John 

	environment for the City’s 
	environment for the City’s 
	Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

	communities and visitors. 
	communities and visitors. 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. • To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	Policy CS18: Flood Risk 
	Policy CS18: Flood Risk 
	• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban 

	To ensure that the City remains at 
	To ensure that the City remains at 
	Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on 

	low risk from all types of flooding, 
	low risk from all types of flooding, 
	the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 

	by “...3. Reducing rainwater run-off, 
	by “...3. Reducing rainwater run-off, 
	rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local 

	through the use of suitable Sustainable 
	through the use of suitable Sustainable 
	air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 

	Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), 
	Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), 
	through additional street trees and planting. 

	such as green roofs and rainwater 
	such as green roofs and rainwater 

	attenuation measures, particularly 
	attenuation measures, particularly 

	in critical drainage areas...” 
	in critical drainage areas...” 

	Policy CS19 – Open Spaces 
	Policy CS19 – Open Spaces 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 

	and Recreation 
	and Recreation 
	welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 

	To encourage healthy lifestyles 
	To encourage healthy lifestyles 
	of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 

	for all the City’s communities 
	for all the City’s communities 
	leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	through improved access to open space and facilities, increasing the amount and quality of open spaces and green infrastructure, while enhancing biodiversity. 
	through improved access to open space and facilities, increasing the amount and quality of open spaces and green infrastructure, while enhancing biodiversity. 
	• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect 

	TR
	through additional street trees and planting. • To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	Policy CS20 – Retailing 
	Policy CS20 – Retailing 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 

	To improve the quantity and quality 
	To improve the quantity and quality 
	transformational change (MTS “To support economic 

	of retailing and the retail environment, 
	of retailing and the retail environment, 
	development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

	promoting the development of the five Principal Shopping Centres and the linkages between them by “…4. Enhancing the environment of Principal Shopping Centres and 
	promoting the development of the five Principal Shopping Centres and the linkages between them by “…4. Enhancing the environment of Principal Shopping Centres and 
	• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	the links between them, specifically 
	the links between them, specifically 
	• To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and 

	focusing on improving conditions for 
	focusing on improving conditions for 
	welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs 

	pedestrians, improving accessibility 
	pedestrians, improving accessibility 
	of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, 

	for all and ensuring a safe and 
	for all and ensuring a safe and 
	leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	secure retail environment…” 
	secure retail environment…” 
	• To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety 


	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	Policy CS15 – Sustainable 
	Policy CS15 – Sustainable 
	• To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 

	Development and Climate Change 
	Development and Climate Change 
	to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system 

	To enable City businesses and 
	To enable City businesses and 
	and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, 

	residents to make sustainable 
	residents to make sustainable 
	improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island 

	choices in their daily activities 
	choices in their daily activities 
	effect through additional street trees and planting. 

	creating a more sustainable City, 
	creating a more sustainable City, 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through 

	adapted to the changing climate. 
	adapted to the changing climate. 
	transformational change (MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	Policy CS16 -Public Transport Streets and Walkways To build on the City’s strategic central London position and good transport infrastructure to further improve the sustainability and efficiency of travel in, to, from and through the City, by “…(3) improving conditions for safe and convenient walking and cycling, incorporating adaptation to the City’s anticipated future climate (i) improving access routes and the streetscape around stations, (ii) designing and implementing environmental enhancement strategi
	Policy CS16 -Public Transport Streets and Walkways To build on the City’s strategic central London position and good transport infrastructure to further improve the sustainability and efficiency of travel in, to, from and through the City, by “…(3) improving conditions for safe and convenient walking and cycling, incorporating adaptation to the City’s anticipated future climate (i) improving access routes and the streetscape around stations, (ii) designing and implementing environmental enhancement strategi
	• To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. • To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strate


	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	City of London Core Strategy policies 
	Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives 

	TR
	and the function of the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

	Policy CS21 – Housing To protect existing housing and amenity and provide additional housing in the City, concentrated in or near existing residential communities, to meet the City’s needs, securing suitable, accessible and affordable housing and supported housing, by: (i) guiding new housing development to and near existing communities; (ii) protecting existing housing; 
	Policy CS21 – Housing To protect existing housing and amenity and provide additional housing in the City, concentrated in or near existing residential communities, to meet the City’s needs, securing suitable, accessible and affordable housing and supported housing, by: (i) guiding new housing development to and near existing communities; (ii) protecting existing housing; 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). • To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 

	Policy CS22 – Social Infrastructure and Opportunities To maximise opportunities for the City’s residential and working communities to access suitable health, social and educational facilities and opportunities, while fostering cohesive communities and healthy lifestyles. 
	Policy CS22 – Social Infrastructure and Opportunities To maximise opportunities for the City’s residential and working communities to access suitable health, social and educational facilities and opportunities, while fostering cohesive communities and healthy lifestyles. 
	• To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). • To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 



	2.4.3 Vision 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy aims to transform the area by encouraging economic growth and regeneration. The delivery of the Strategy would improve the environmental quality within its streets and spaces to create a pleasant and sustainable public realm. The improvements would enhance the City’s position as a world class 
	financial centre and go some way to help strengthen the local 
	community. 
	The Strategy seeks to promote a safer, more attractive environment that would successfully accommodate future growth and increase accessibility to the various public transport services. The residential 
	community would benefit from improved access to community 
	facilities.  The creation of public spaces, in particular green space, would provide places for rest, play and enjoyment away from the busy streets. These spaces could provide opportunities for increased biodiversity within the area, air quality improvements and the integration of sustainable urban drainage and rainwater harvesting. 
	2.4.4 Key opportunity areas 
	Within the Area a number of schemes have been identified that offer significant opportunities towards achieving the objectives of the Area Strategy. The schemes fall into five key areas of opportunity (see Part 
	4: The Strategy) Table 2 sets out how the key areas would address the Area Strategy Objectives and likewise the City’s Core Strategy policies. 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Strategy Objective 
	LDF Core Strategy Policy 

	Aldgate Gyratory 
	Aldgate Gyratory 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To 
	CS3 

	TR
	support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 
	CS4 

	TR
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility 
	CS8 

	TR
	levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
	CS10 

	TR
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the 
	CS11 

	TR
	City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
	CS12 

	TR
	To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, 
	CS15 

	TR
	particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street 
	CS16 

	TR
	environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 
	CS19 

	TR
	To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town plan
	CS22 

	Vine Street and Crescent 
	Vine Street and Crescent 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To 
	CS4 

	Green Pedestrian Link 
	Green Pedestrian Link 
	support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 
	CS10 

	TR
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility 
	CS11 

	TR
	levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
	CS12 

	TR
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the 
	CS15 

	TR
	City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
	CS16 

	TR
	To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, 
	CS19 

	TR
	particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street 
	CS21 

	TR
	environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting a
	CS22 


	Table 2:  Key Areas of Opportunity meet Core Strategy Policy 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Key Area of Opportunity 
	Strategy Objective 
	LDF Core Strategy Policy 

	Little Somerset Street 
	Little Somerset Street 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To 
	CS3 

	TR
	support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 
	CS4 

	TR
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility 
	CS8 

	TR
	levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
	CS15 

	TR
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the 
	CS16 

	TR
	City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
	CS19 

	TR
	To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
	CS21 

	TR
	rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 
	CS22 

	Minories 
	Minories 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To 
	CS3 

	TR
	support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 
	CS4 

	TR
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility 
	CS10 

	TR
	levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
	CS12 

	TR
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the 
	CS15 

	TR
	City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
	CS16 

	TR
	To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, 
	CS19 

	TR
	particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 
	CS20 

	Crutched Friars and 
	Crutched Friars and 
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility 
	CS10 

	Jewry Street 
	Jewry Street 
	levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 
	CS11 

	TR
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the 
	CS12 

	TR
	City community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 
	CS15 

	TR
	To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote re-use of 
	CS16 

	TR
	rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 
	CS19 



	The Area 
	The Area 
	The Area 

	This section includes the urban analysis of the Aldgate and Tower Area and summarises the responses received through the consultation process. 
	Sect
	Figure
	Figure 6: An old illustration of the gate circa 1650 
	3.1 Historic Form 
	3.1.1 Development of the Historic Form 
	Consideration of the historic development of the area helps us to understand how we came to have the existing street layout; it highlights historic elements that should be enhanced. 
	Aldgate and Tower is one of the oldest parts of London and in the 2nd century was, in part, contained within the original City walls 
	with a gateway at Aldgate. The wall influenced the grain of the City, 
	encouraging it to grow with a tight knit street pattern.  
	The City expanded eastwards in the 16th century and developed into a close knit and compact network of streets consisting of predominantly timber framed buildings, many of which were poorly maintained. In 1666 The Great Fire of London destroyed approximately 400 acres inside the City wall and 63 acres outside. The damage caused by the 
	fire and the earlier plague of 1665 were used as an opportunity to 
	instigate a series of improvements within the City. In order to control development the Rebuilding Act was introduced which required that all new developments were to be in stone or brick. Where possible 
	buildings were constructed to fit with previous plot forms but many 
	streets were widened. 
	Ogilby and Morgan’s map of 1676-79 shows in more detail the layout of the area around the Minories. The map shows the arrangement of regularly sized buildings fronting the Minories, with rear yards and outbuildings backing onto the City Wall. 
	The 18th century also saw the incremental removal of the City Wall and subsequently the Gateways. The gate at Aldgate was finally removed in 1761. 
	Figure
	Figure 7:  Ogliby & Morgan’s map of 1676-79 
	Figure 7:  Ogliby & Morgan’s map of 1676-79 


	Figure
	Figure 8: Richard Horwood’s map of 1792-99 
	Figure 8: Richard Horwood’s map of 1792-99 



	Figure
	Figure 9:  The Crescent designed in 1767-74     by George Dance the Younger 
	3.1.2 Early town planning by George Dance the Younger 
	During the 18th century there was an expansion in trade and the City’s docks underwent extensive development. As a result of this expansion a number of shipping warehouses were built to the east of Fenchurch Street and the need for additional housing increased. America Square, Crescent and Circus were constructed in the late 18th century to provide additional housing for the wealthy merchants, and as an alternative to the residential developments in the west end. The three schemes which were designed by Geo
	scheme was the first development of this nature to be seen in London. 
	It was one of only three planned Georgian residential developments in the City. The Square, Crescent and Circus can be seen in figure 8, in Richard Horwood’s map of 1792-99. 
	Following war damage the houses at the Crescent were initially individually repaired or reconstructed, however later in the 1980’s the 
	buildings were refurbished to reflect their original unified design. 
	Figure 10:  Loss of residential properties in the Crescent caused by the arrival of the railways in the 1840’s 
	3.1.3 Victorian public transport 
	3.1.5 1960’s Transport planning 
	Figure

	The area surrounding the Crescent and Minories changed significant-
	In the 1960’s the City of London developed the current gyratory and 
	In the 1960’s the City of London developed the current gyratory and 
	ly during the Victorian period when the railways arrived in London. 

	subway system. “Traffic in Towns” (Professor Sir Colin Buchanan, 1963) 
	The development of the railway at Fenchurch Street and Minories in 
	was an influential transport planning policy used by the UK Ministry of 
	1840-1842 had a substantial impact on the character of the area. Both 
	1840-1842 had a substantial impact on the character of the area. Both 
	Transport that gave transport planners a set of policy blueprints. This 
	the building of the viaduct required for the Fenchurch Street Station 

	included the segregation of traffic to facilitate urban redevelopment. 
	approach and also the extension of the Metropolitan District Railway 
	Pedestrians were separated from traffic to enhance the pedestrian 
	in 1884 resulted in the loss of some of the residential properties within 
	experience whilst allowing ‘free-flow’ of higher capacity traffic 
	the Crescent. 
	movements. However, it was often not accessible or inclusive for pedestrians or cyclists. The series of maps in Figure 11 to 13 illustrate 
	3.1.4 Second World War 
	the changing form of the Aldgate gyratory and indicates the loss of a number of buildings. The buildings had helped form and reinforce the 
	Significant damage was caused to the whole of the City during World 
	High Street spine – a feature that was reduced with the introduction of 
	High Street spine – a feature that was reduced with the introduction of 
	War II and as a result substantial rebuilding was required. Within the 
	the gyratory and the subway network. 

	Strategy Area the buildings that surrounded America Square were destroyed and the houses to the north and east of the Crescent where severely damaged. The only buildings that remained at the Circus were a warehouse and one house, later removed to facilitate the new road alignment at Tower. Photo 2:  Circus designed in 1767-74 by George Dance the Younger 
	Figure
	Photo 3:  The Crescent showing 1940’s war damage 
	Figure
	Figure 11:  O.S. map 1951 Figure 12:  O.S. map 1951 showing planned gyratory Figure 13:  O.S. map 1984 showing completed gyratory 
	Figure 11:  O.S. map 1951 Figure 12:  O.S. map 1951 showing planned gyratory Figure 13:  O.S. map 1984 showing completed gyratory 



	Existing Built Environment 
	Existing Built Environment 
	The review of the existing built environment provides a context for stakeholder comment, and an appreciation for the age and character of buildings in the area. 
	3.2 Existing built environment 
	3.2 Existing built environment 
	3.2.1 Conservation areas 
	There are four conservation areas within the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy; Lloyd’s Avenue, Trinity Square, Fenchurch Street Station and the Crescent. 
	The Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area was designated in 1981 and updated to an Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) in 2012. The Strategy seeks to protect the stone building frontages that share scale and proportion, stating that “the sequence of development and redevelopment along Lloyd’s Avenue has resulted in a sense of opulence and grandeur most evident at the northern end of the street, which lessens to the south, where the late 20th century buildings contrast with those further north”. 
	The Crescent Conservation Area was designated in 1991 and updated to an SPD in 2012. The Strategy seeks to retain the form of the Crescent and for Hammett Street to be used for “access to local premises” only, opening the southern end of the Crescent to link through to Tower Hill Gardens, the green space opposite the Tower of London.  There is evidence that at one time there was a central semi-circular raised garden in the Crescent, which was removed in the 1940s. 
	The Trinity Square Conservation Area was designated in 1991 and updated in 2007. The Strategy seeks to protect the historic heritage of the Area, including St. Olave’s Church, Trinity House and the Port of London Authority building. Pedestrian routes connecting to the Tower of London are to be enhanced. 
	The Fenchurch Street Station Conservation Area was designated in 2007. The Conservation Area exhibits a diverse character in a compact area, with a rich variety of buildings, structures and spaces combined to dramatic effect. Individual buildings of multiple historical periods are physically linked by Victorian railway infrastructure, and visually harmonised by their architectural style, scale and building materials. 
	3.2.2 Listed buildings 
	For the most part the listed buildings in the Strategy Area are clustered along the western edge of the Area. The remaining area is predominately 20th century architecture. 
	3.2.3 Scheduled monuments 
	The London Wall is a scheduled monument that can be accessed at Tower Hill and via an alleyway from Vine Street, just north of the Crescent, through to Coopers Row. Remnants of the Wall have been found under Jewry Street footway. 
	3.2.4 Historic buildings 
	Many buildings in the Aldgate and Tower area were constructed between 1950-2000. There is only a handful that have been built since 2000, which is uncharacteristic for the City of London. When 
	considered alongside the planning permissions granted in the last five 
	years, this suggest that there is a number of buildings that are due for 
	replacement which would significantly alter the visual character of 
	the area. 
	3.2.5 Modern buildings 
	Modern buildings in the Area include the St Botolph Building and Ald
	-

	gate House. They are tall glass structures approximately 7-8 floors high. 
	The area therefore has a mix of old and new buildings; many of these buildings are suitable for refurbishment or redevelopment. The Mayor 
	has identified the Aldgate Area in the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) as 
	a “Key Opportunity Area”. 
	3.2.6 Protected views 
	Protected views of the Tower of London from the Greater London Authority building on the south side of the Thames have been established through the London Plan and related Supplementary Planning Guidance, the London View Management Framework. The protected views of the Tower restrict heights of buildings so that new development respects the setting of the Tower of London World Heritage Site and does not dominate it, especially the White Tower. 
	New development in the foreground should preserve and enhance 
	the relationship between the Tower of London and the river, and its dominance of the townscape view. Development in the background should relate positively to the Tower and preserve or enhance the viewer’s ability to recognise the landmark and appreciate its Outstanding Universal Value.  (see figure 31, page 40). 
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	Figure 14:  Conservation Areas & Listed Buildings & Scheduled          Ancient Monuments in the Aldgate & Tower Area 
	Figure 14:  Conservation Areas & Listed Buildings & Scheduled          Ancient Monuments in the Aldgate & Tower Area 
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	Photo 4: Minories looking south to Tower Hill 
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	Figure 15:  Age of buildings 
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	Photo 5: Crescent 1913 
	Photo 5: Crescent 1913 



	Land Use and Activities 
	Land Use and Activities 
	It is important to capture and understand the patterns of land use in the area to give context to the activities so that comments from stakeholders are 
	understood within context. Officer’s responses can 
	then better relate to the needs of the community. 
	3.3 Land use and activities 
	3.3.1 Land use 
	This map shows the ground floor land uses in the Strategy Area. 
	As with most of the City of London, the dominant use is office space. 
	However this Area has a more diverse range of uses than is normally associated with the City of London such as: 
	• There are several large hotels between Fenchurch Street Station 
	and Tower Hill that serve both business visitors and tourists. 
	and Tower Hill that serve both business visitors and tourists. 

	• Further Education: The London Metropolitan University City 
	Campus has buildings on Goulston Street and Jewry Street. 
	Campus has buildings on Goulston Street and Jewry Street. 

	• Residential: Two contained residential estates are located near the eastern edge of the Strategy Area; Middlesex Street Residential Estate and Mansell Street Guiness Trust Residential Estate. 
	• Primary Education: Sir John Cass Primary School is the 
	only school in the area, and serves the residential estates 
	only school in the area, and serves the residential estates 
	mentioned above. It is located on the Aldgate gyratory 

	• Retail and food outlets are concentrated on Aldgate 
	High Street, Houndsditch, Fenchurch Street, Mansall Street 
	High Street, Houndsditch, Fenchurch Street, Mansall Street 
	and Minories and cater mostly for office workers. 

	• Bars restaurants and clubs open predominately in the evening. These are concentrated on Minories and the adjacent streets, notably Vine Street and the eastern edge of Crosswall. It should be noted that many of the bars and restaurants are closed on Saturday and Sunday as their clientele is mostly employees from the surrounding offices which are closed on the weekends. 
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	Figure 16:  Dominant Land Use 
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	3.3 2 Building entrances and natural surveillance 
	3.3 2 Building entrances and natural surveillance 
	This map shows the visibility of building entrances in the Strategy Area. Streets from which a high number of building entrances are visible are shown in red, and the use of a spectral range of colour to blue, which represents streets from which only a few entrances are visible, is used. 
	The Strategy Area has a generally low level of natural surveillance when compared to other dense urban environments. 
	On the Aldgate gyratory the analysis highlights the difference between Aldgate High Street, which is overlooked by a number of shops and is shown in orange, and St Botolph Street, where no building entrances face the street and is therefore shown in dark blue. This aligns with the consultation comments referring to St Botolph Street as “desolate” during the weekends and evenings. 
	The proposed square at the western edge of the gyratory is located in an area with a low level of natural surveillance. The type of formal and informal activity introduced to the square will need to be carefully 
	considered to ensure it remains visible to traffic, both during the day 
	and at night. 
	Braham Street Park, within the adjacent London Borough of Tower 
	Hamlets (LBTH), is overlooked by only two office entrances and suffers 
	from low levels of natural surveillance. This provides the opportunity for the development of antisocial behaviour in the park. 
	The entire street block between Minories, Mansell Street, Aldgate High Street and Goodman’s Yard has very low natural surveillance. 
	The block is dominated at the north end by the 1980’s vacant office 
	building and to the east by the Mansell Street residential estate’s high walls. Most buildings have their main access on Minories or Mansell Street, not the side streets. 
	Vine Street is overlooked by entrances to both offices and food and 
	drinks units. In relation to the size of the street it has a reasonable level of natural surveillance. 
	Key: Number of Building Entrances in view (Within 100m) 
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	Figure 17:  Building entrances and natural surveillance MiddlesexStreet WhitechapelHighStreet FenchurchStreet Tower Hill BevisMarks Houndsditch MansellStreet Minories 
	3.3.3 Building opening times 
	The area is much quieter during the evenings and at the weekends. Activity is largely centred around the public houses, restaurants and clubs. The lack of activity in the evenings and at weekends, in contrast to weekday use, can create a perception that the area is a more attractive residential environment. However the lack of activity can contribute to antisocial behaviour and a feeling of being unsafe during the hours of darkness. 
	Weekday Building Openings 
	As indicated in figure 18, a high proportion of the buildings within the site are open during the day, Monday to Friday. The majority of these 
	buildings provide office space for business use. There is a collection 
	of hotels in the south west corner of the Area. As a result there is a high proportion of pedestrian and vehicular users in the site during the daytime. 
	The hotels have extended opening hours. In addition, there is a core of buildings that are only open during the evening that are located along Minories. This is mostly a mix of bars and nightclubs which 
	creates a significant number of additional users in the area during 
	the evening.   
	Weekend Building Openings 
	During the weekend the number of buildings that are open during the 
	day significantly reduces, which in turn reduces the number of both 
	pedestrian and vehicular users moving through the Area. 
	However there is still a core of buildings that are open during the 
	evening along Minories. This currently causes a conflict between the 
	local residents and people coming into the area to visit the bars and nightclubs that open at the weekend. There is a limited amount of parking in the vicinity and some visitors park adjacent to, or within, the residential estates, with many residents complaining of antisocial noise. 
	-
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	Figure 18:  Buildings open day and night during the week Figure 19  Buildings open day and night during the weekend 
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	Movement 
	Movement 
	Movement 
	The Strategy Area includes a plethora of public transport 
	options, with strategic traffic and cycle routes converging 
	on the Area as well. This section illustrates movements of passengers, pedestrians, cyclists and drivers through the Area.  There are many barriers to movement within the Area. Core Strategy Policy CS8 seeks to improve transport connections and pedestrian links, especially between the housing estates and Aldgate station, Sir John Cass Primary School and between Aldgate and Aldgate East station. 
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	3.4.1.Public.transport.interchange 
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	The Aldgate and Tower Strategy Area is well served by public transport. 
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	Aldgate Underground station, in the north of the Strategy Area, is served by the Circle, Hammersmith & City and Metropolitan lines. According to the Transport for London website, over six million people 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	

	used Aldgate station in 2011. On average this equates to 22,238 people 
	
	

	on a weekday and 5,009 people on a Sunday. 
	Aldgate East station is approximately 250m from Aldgate station and 
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	is served by the Hammersmith & City and District lines. Other stations 
	within the Strategy Area include Tower Gateway (DLR) and Tower Hill (Circle and District lines) which are a 10 minute walk to the south 
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	of Aldgate Station. National Rail services run from Fenchurch Street 
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	Station in the west of the Strategy Area. 
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	Bus Routes and Direction of Travel 
	Figure 20:  Public Transport Network 
	Figure 20:  Public Transport Network 
	3.4.2.Bus.routes 
	 

	The Area is served by a number of local bus routes, including six night 
	buses, from Aldgate Bus station and Fenchurch Street station. The bus 
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	network operates between the Underground, DLR and National Rail 
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	services and connects Aldgate to the wider area. 
	 
	 
	 
	


	The gyratory systems on Bevis Marks/Houndsditch, Aldgate High 
	
	
	 

	Street/St Botolph Street, Minories/Mansell Street can make it difficult for 
	people to select the correct bus stop and service, as buses arrive and 
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	depart on different streets. 
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	Figures 21 and 22 indicate the number of bus routes in the Area but 
	 
	 
	does not show the frequency of buses. 
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	Route terminates/ departs here 
	Figure 21:  Bus Routes - Day time 
	Figure 21:  Bus Routes - Day time 
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	Route terminates/ departs here 
	Figure 22:  Bus Routes - Night time 
	Figure 22:  Bus Routes - Night time 
	3.4.3 Cycling routes and facilities 

	There is a variety of supporting infrastructure to help cycling in the Strategy Area. This includes a segregated cycle track, a simple “cyclists only” two-way sign, with a cycle lane on the pavement which allows cyclists to ride in both directions on streets that are one-way only for vehicles. 
	Two Cycle Super Highways end on the edge of the Strategy Area, CS2 on Whitechapel High Street and CS3 on Royal Mint Street (south east of Tower Gateway station). 
	The London Cycle Network identifies three east-west routes, Leaden-hall Street to Whitechapel High Street, Lower Thames Street to Royal Mint Street (linking to CS3) and Tower Bridge to Royal Mint Street. This second route bypasses Tower Hill, leading cyclists through the Strategy Area via Mark Lane, Crutched Friars, Crosswall, Minories and Goodman’s Yard. 
	-

	A two-way north-south route links the three east-west routes through Jewry Street and Vine Street. 
	Barclays Cycle Hire docking stations are spread across the Area, each providing between 15 to 34 docking points. 
	Cycle movements were recorded on Thursday 20th October in 2011 from 0800 to 1800, and the following Friday and Saturday evening from 20:00 to 22:00. 
	On these days, cycle flows were not concentrated on one specific 
	route, but were rather evenly spread throughout the area, with only 
	slightly higher flows on the Crutched Friars, Crosswall, Goodman’s 
	Yard two-way route. 
	Yard two-way route. 
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	Cycle Super Highway 
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	Cycle track- Off Road 

	Cycle Lane- On Road 
	Direction of General Traffic 
	Two Way street for Bicycles 
	Cycle Hire Docking Station 
	(with number of docking points) 
	9 
	Cycle Stand (with number of stands) 
	Figure

	Figure 23:  Local Authority Cycle route and cycle facility provision CS3 CS2 O˜ road two-way cycle lane On road one-way cycle lane Toucan Crossing Segragated Two-way cycle track 34 32 35 34 15 20 16 16 15 3 14 5 2 5 2 9 3 4 5 4 7 13 4 2 8 5 3 5 15 5 Two-Way bicycle only Two-Way bicycle only Two-Way bicycle only No cycle parking at Fenchurch Station Two-Way bicycle only Two-Way Bus and bicycle only MiddlesexStreet WhitechapelHighStreet FenchurchStreet TowerHill BevisMarks Houndsditch MansellStreet Minories 

	3.4.4.Pedestrian.routes.at.varying.times.of.day.and.week 
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	Pedestrian activity in the Strategy Area was recorded on site on a 
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	weekday (Thursday 20th October in 2011), a Friday evening (21st October) and a Saturday afternoon and evening (22nd October). The variations and similarities in use at these different times is illustrated on the four maps included in this section of the report, figures 24, 25, 
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	26 and 27. 
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	Other Key Pedestrian Routes 
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	Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
	Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
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	TOWER OF LONDON TOWER OF LONDON 
	Figure 24: Key pedestrian routes - Weekday Figure 25: Key pedestrian routes - Saturday Afternoon 
	Weekday 
	Weekday 

	On weekdays, pedestrian movements are highest to and from public 
	transport nodes as office workers commute to and from work. The 
	footpath between Tower Hill station and Tower Gateway station, and the crossings over Minories, is heavily used by commuters in both directions. Cooper’s Row is a heavily used route to and from Tower Hill Station by both commuters and visitors. Little Somerset Street is a very popular shortcut between Mansell Street and Aldgate High Street where the Underground and Bus station is located. Haydon 
	Street has relatively high flows during the midday peak which also links 
	Mansell Street residential estate to the Sir John Cass Primary School. A popular route to school for Middlesex Street residential estate primary school children is along Creechurch Lane and into Mitre Square. On 
	Portsoken Street, the presence of the main entrance of a large office block generates relatively high flows along this side street. 
	Saturday Daytime 
	Saturday Daytime 
	Pedestrian activity is lower on Saturday than during a weekday as 
	offices and most restaurants and bars are closed. Activity is restricted to residents and visitors. Saturday afternoon pedestrian flows are 
	concentrated around Tower Hill station and along Minories. This is likely to be visitors on their way to and from the Tower of London and Tower Bridge area. The area surrounding Tower Hill station is used by visitors as a meeting point and sitting area. On the day of the observation survey, Aldgate station was closed for the weekend due to engineering works on the tracks. In consequence, activity along 
	Aldgate High Street was extremely low. As all offices are closed, the 
	streets to the west and north of the Area, experience lower pedestrian activity than during the week. 
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	Other Key Pedestrian Routes 
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	Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
	Barclays bike docking stations with maps 
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	Route used by local residents 
	Route used by local residents 
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	on Saturday, reducing pedestrian activity in the area, especially around Fenchurch Street Station 
	Key route between Tower Hill/ Tower of London 
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	Figure 26: Key pedestrian routes -Friday Evening 20.00 - 22.00 Figure 27: Key pedestrian routes - Saturday Evening 20.00 - 22.00 
	Photo 6: Cooper’s Row on Saturday, looking north from Tower    Hill Station 
	Friday Evening 
	Friday Evening 

	Friday evening is the busiest evening of the week. All pubs, bars and 
	restaurants are open, busy with workers from nearby offices. Pedestrian flow and on-street activity are highest along Minories where bars and 
	restaurants are concentrated. Groups of people standing outside of the pubs creates pockets of activity throughout the site. Vine Street sees relatively high activity as several pubs and restaurants have either doors or beer gardens leading onto it. The second busiest area is Tower Hill station, where visitors going to and from the Tower of London congregate. There are benches above the station, and a viewing platform for the Tower of London and Tower Bridge. The food vendor outside of the station remains o
	Saturday Evening 
	Saturday Evening 
	On Saturday evenings many of the restaurants, pubs and bars 

	in the Strategy Area are closed, reflecting their dependence on weekdaytradefromofficesinthevicinity.Pedestrianmovementsare 
	concentrated at Tower Hill station, as the area still draws visitors in at weekends, and around the few open establishments along Minories. Mansell Street sees very low footfall, the only open retail unit being the Tesco Express at the corner with Portsoken Street. On the day of the observation survey, Aldgate station was closed for the weekend due to engineering works on the tracks. In consequence, activity along Aldgate High Street was extremely low. 
	concentrated at Tower Hill station, as the area still draws visitors in at weekends, and around the few open establishments along Minories. Mansell Street sees very low footfall, the only open retail unit being the Tesco Express at the corner with Portsoken Street. On the day of the observation survey, Aldgate station was closed for the weekend due to engineering works on the tracks. In consequence, activity along Aldgate High Street was extremely low. 

	3.4.5.General.traffic.movements.on.street 
	There are a high proportion of one-way streets in the Area; some 
	have had cycle contra flow facilities added to them to increase cycle 
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	permeability through the Area. 
	EAST 
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	During the consultation stages businesses highlighted the problems 
	that one-way streets caused them in terms of finding their way around. 
	 
	 

	Residents were more familiar with the street layout and knew how to 
	move through the Area. The street layout compliments the Traffic and 
	Environmental Zone to provide the City Police with a cordon zone within the ‘Square Mile’. 
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	Figure 29, on the following page, shows which of these streets are  Transport for London (TfL) roads and which are City distributor roads. 
	The distributor roads are almost all specified as part of the Strategic Road Network; which although the Traffic Management Act 2004 
	BUS
	BUS

	provides TfL the ability to prevent work from occurring on these roads, 
	STATION
	STATION

	TfL are not tasked to initiate project work along these streets. 
	TfL are not tasked to initiate project work along these streets. 
	Figure 28: One and two-way streets within the Strategy Area 
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	Figure 29:  The Strategic Route Network 
	Figure 29:  The Strategic Route Network 
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	3.4.6 Access 
	There is a degree of consistency in the slope and change of levels throughout the Strategy Area. Most footways are wide enough to accommodate pedestrian traffic. The map highlights footways less than 1.9m wide. A minimum width of 1.9m is recommended by Transport for London for pedestrian comfort on streets without clutter. 
	No quantative assessment has been made of the width required based on pedestrian flow in the Area. 
	In addition, the map identifies existing subways around the Area. 
	The survey only includes subways currently in use. Not all the subways identified in the area are accessible. 
	Key   Pedestrian guardrail   Narrow pavement   Open subway   Closed subway Stairs Ramp 
	Figure 30:  Barriers to access for pedestrians 
	Figure 30:  Barriers to access for pedestrians 


	Streetscape 
	Streetscape 
	Streetscape 
	An audit of the Strategy Area sets a baseline for future improvement work. 

	3.5 Streetscape 
	3.5 Streetscape 
	3.5 Streetscape 

	3.5.1 Views 
	3.5.1 Views 

	There are two main thoroughfares in the Area: an east-west route via Fenchurch Street and Whitechapel High Street; and a north-south route via Bevis Marks and Minories. Both axis provide important sequential views to the Area and provide distant views towards Monument, Bank, Whitechapel, Bishopsgate and Tower Hill. 
	There are two main thoroughfares in the Area: an east-west route via Fenchurch Street and Whitechapel High Street; and a north-south route via Bevis Marks and Minories. Both axis provide important sequential views to the Area and provide distant views towards Monument, Bank, Whitechapel, Bishopsgate and Tower Hill. 

	Three key landmarks have been identified on the attached map: Tower of London, 30 St Mary Axe and Fenchurch Street station. In addition to these, St Botolph without Aldgate Church and Sir John Cass Primary School are additional buildings of architectural focus. 
	Three key landmarks have been identified on the attached map: Tower of London, 30 St Mary Axe and Fenchurch Street station. In addition to these, St Botolph without Aldgate Church and Sir John Cass Primary School are additional buildings of architectural focus. 

	Focal views in the area are around transport interchanges and at squares fronted with pubs and restaurants. 
	Focal views in the area are around transport interchanges and at squares fronted with pubs and restaurants. 

	There are protected views of the Tower of London, a World Heritage Site, from City Hall south of the Thames. Building heights within the protected backdrop to the Tower of London are restricted. In terms of protected views, sites within the Aldgate Strategy Area should consider the following protected views of the Tower of London World Heritage Site: 
	There are protected views of the Tower of London, a World Heritage Site, from City Hall south of the Thames. Building heights within the protected backdrop to the Tower of London are restricted. In terms of protected views, sites within the Aldgate Strategy Area should consider the following protected views of the Tower of London World Heritage Site: 

	• Monument View One: South East to the Tower of London, Tower Bridge, the River Thames and HMS Belfast (as detailed in the City’s Protected Views SPD, page 18) – I have attached the Protected Views SPD for reference. 
	• Monument View One: South East to the Tower of London, Tower Bridge, the River Thames and HMS Belfast (as detailed in the City’s Protected Views SPD, page 18) – I have attached the Protected Views SPD for reference. 

	• LVMF View 10A.1 Tower Bridge (River Prospect) • LVMF View 11B.1 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) • LVMF View 11B.2 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) • LVMF View 25A.1 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) • LVMF 25A.2 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) • LVMF 25A.3 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) 
	• LVMF View 10A.1 Tower Bridge (River Prospect) • LVMF View 11B.1 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) • LVMF View 11B.2 London Bridge: Downstream (River Prospect) • LVMF View 25A.1 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) • LVMF 25A.2 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) • LVMF 25A.3 City Hall to Tower of London (Townscape View) 

	Other considerations for the Aldgate area regarding views and setting include: 
	Other considerations for the Aldgate area regarding views and setting include: 

	• Historic City Landmarks and Skyline Features (please see pages 27–31 and Figure 12 of Protected Views SPD) • Land Use Consultants for Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London Local Setting Study” (2010) • Land Use Consultants for English Heritage – “Seeing the History in the View” (2011) • Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London World Heritage Site Management Plan” (2007) 
	• Historic City Landmarks and Skyline Features (please see pages 27–31 and Figure 12 of Protected Views SPD) • Land Use Consultants for Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London Local Setting Study” (2010) • Land Use Consultants for English Heritage – “Seeing the History in the View” (2011) • Historic Royal Palaces – “Tower of London World Heritage Site Management Plan” (2007) 
	Key 
	Building of architecturalfocus   Listed buildings   Focal points   Main sequential views   Minor sequential views LVMF wider setting consultation area 

	TR
	Figure 31: Views within Aldgate 


	3.5.2 Footway materials audit 
	3.5.2 Footway materials audit 

	There is a degree of consistency in the materials used throughout the Aldgate and Tower Area.  
	However, there are a number of higher quality materials which have been replaced in patches with a lower quality material. This creates a visually inconsistent streetscape. 
	Footway work completed under Area Strategy projects will meet the City of London Street Scene Manual guidance which is currently being reviewed. 
	Key   York stone Tarmac Cobbles Concrete   Brick paviors 
	Figure 32:  Footway materials audit 
	Figure 32:  Footway materials audit 

	42 
	3.5.3 Planting 
	3.5.3 Planting 
	The Area currently has few spaces to dwell and opportunity for green space is limited. The streets are predominately hard landscaped with only small clusters of trees. There are two very successful and attractive play spaces within the Area; Portsoken Street Gardens and Tower Hill Gardens. 
	Key 
	Key 
	Public green space   Private green space   Existing trees   Public space   Accessible private space 

	Figure 33:  Map of existing green space within the Strategy Area. 
	3.5.4 Street furniture 

	There is generally a lack of high quality and coordinated street furniture across the Strategy Area. The variety of street furniture styles add to the cluttered appearance of the streetscape. 
	The majority of street furniture clutter appears to be found in areas 
	where there are higher volumes of pedestrian and traffic movement, 
	for example outside Aldgate station. 
	for example outside Aldgate station. 

	There is an opportunity to increase the amount of public seating in key locations to encourage people to dwell and enjoy a space, 
	particularly along busy routes. 
	particularly along busy routes. 
	Figure
	Figure 34:  Summary of street furniture found in the Aldgate & Tower Area. 
	Figure 34:  Summary of street furniture found in the Aldgate & Tower Area. 


	3.5.5.Level.of.lighting.at.night
	.

	Lighting levels throughout the Strategy Area were noted on 
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	Saturday night, 22 October 2011. This analysis was done by eye, not 
	ALDGATE 
	photometrically. 
	EAST 
	
	The Area was considered well lit, with only a few locations below average. 
	 
	 
	 
	
	The two passages either side of Aldgate station and the eastern end 
	
	of the gyratory are among the darker locations. This, along with the 
	lack of natural surveillance (as highlighted in figure 17), may mean that people will feel unsure about their personal safety when walking along these routes. 
	Little Somerset Street, a popular shortcut between Mansell Street and Aldgate High Street, is another route in the Area with both low levels of light and a lack of natural surveillance. The eastern end of Portsoken 
	Street benefits from a higher lighting level near the Tesco Express, yet 
	has low levels of natural surveillance. 
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	Photo 7:  Passage from Mansell 
	Photo 7:  Passage from Mansell 
	Photo 8:  Corner of Aldgate 
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	Standard level of light 
	Standard level of light 
	TOWER OF LONDON 
	Little lighting 
	Figure 35:  Level of lighting at Night 


	Consultation 
	Consultation 
	Consultation 
	Consulting with the local community and stakeholders can highlight issues that users 
	of the area experience that at first are 

	not apparent from the urban analysis. Consultation is a means to understand needs of the users of the area, and get a feeling for their desires for different elements of change. 
	3.6 Consultation 
	3.6 Consultation 
	In order to develop the Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy, intensive workshops were undertaken to capture the views of 430 stakeholders who participated. The overall response to the workshops was very positive and many participants made useful comments giving shape to the area strategy; adding weight to the analysis undertaken by landscape architects and urban designers. 
	Many workshops occurred out of usual business hours, especially those involving the residents and church goers. Other workshops, with 
	businesses, local and traffic authorities, and 250 Sir John Cass Primary 
	School children took place during the working day. Each used exactly the same material, although some in different ways; for example the 
	businesses grouped together and filled out a workshop document per 
	small group, at the school many of the young children where provided stickers and asked to vote on what they would like to see included using a big chart. 

	Figure 37 illustrates the summary of the pre-consultation workshops. Items of interest discussed at the workshops form the segments; the relative importance of each aspect is represented by how long the segment is. The solid darker segments represent the perception by the stakeholders of the provision that already exists and the lighter 
	portion reflects the amount of improvement that the stakeholders 
	would prefer to occur. 
	Various montages representing the views of stakeholders were produced to illustrate the developing Area Strategy proposals. 
	A public consultation took place between 6 December 2011 and 24 January 2012 on the emerging Aldgate and Tower Area Draft Strategy. The public consultation was carried out to ensure that the emerging strategy was consistent with the aspirations of the local community.  
	Approximately 1270 questionnaires (figure 36) were posted out to 
	ALDGATE residents and businesses in the area seeking views on the proposals. 
	& Tower Area Enhancement Strategy 
	& Tower Area Enhancement Strategy 
	Ques tio nnaire 

	42 stakeholders responded to the public consultation, with 88% in
	Please return by 24th January 2012 
	Please return by 24th January 2012 
	Your.views.and.suggestions.are.important.to.us..Please.use.the
	.

	space.below.to.let.us.know.what.you.think.of.the.proposals.
	.

	Alternatively you can email us at aldgatearea@cityoflondon.gov.uk 

	support of the Strategy. 
	Signage Private transport 
	Signage Private transport 

	Emerging.themes.from.the.consultation 
	Accessibility Public transport 

	Respondents took the opportunity to note what they would like to see 
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	St Botolph Street 
	•Improve.pedestrian.navigation.through.the.area. 
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	Haydon Street 
	Little Somerset Street 
	•. Widen.footway.on.this.key.route.linking
	•. Widen.footway.on.this.key.route.linking
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	es.maintained.
	•. Vehicle.access.from.Minori 

	whilst footways are widened. 
	whilst footways are widened. 
	residential areas to Aldgate High Street. 
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	ong.
	ong.
	•Reduce.the.height.of.the.brick.wall
	.

	.a 
	•Enhance.the.environment.with.planting.
	.


	the northern edge of the street and add a railing along the top edge. 
	Open space between Aldgate Station, Bus Station
	•. Opening.views.for.pedestrians.to.deter1 
	.

	and Little Somerset Street (Private land)
	anti-social.behaviour.that.currently.occurs
	.

	2 
	•Enhance.the.environment.with.plantingto.soften.the.urban.space. 
	.
	.

	Existing where.‘hidden’.by.the.brick.wall...
	The Gherkin 
	•Smaller.pedestrian.routes.will.be.maintainedlinking.into.the.Bus.Station.from.Little.Somerset
	.
	.
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	Street.to.ensure.permeability.is.maintained.
	5 
	•. The.existing.toilets.along.Aldgate.High.Streetwill.be.relocated,.opening.views.into.the.area.
	.

	Existing 
	from Aldgate Underground Station. 
	Aldgate Gyratory / St Botolph Street 
	•Partial.closure.to.motor.vehicle.traffic.to
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	.
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	create.additional.public.space.
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	•
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	Introduce.street.tree.planting,.public
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	seating,.a.public.toilet. 

	•
	•
	.

	Remove.pedestrian.underpasses.and
	.



	One-way Cycling
	3 
	Please.provide.your.contact.details.so.that.we.may.fully
	.

	assess the results of the consultation and follow up suggestions. 

	improved in the area and took the time to express their support of the
	The City of London complies with the Data Protection Act 1998 in managing personal 
	The City of London complies with the Data Protection Act 1998 in managing personal 
	information. All contact details will be used solely for the purposes of consultation. No 
	Fenchurch Street 
	Station Existing
	bring.footways.up.to.surface.level. 
	•Remove.one-way.working.and.make.streets.two-6 
	.

	way, removing pedestrian guard railing. 
	6 
	details will be passed to any third party and all details will be destroyed at the end of this consultation. If you have any queries about how your personal information is managed 
	by us, please write to Data Protection Officer, Department of the Built Environment, City of 
	London, PO Box 270, Guildhall, London EC2P 2EJ. 

	developing strategy. 
	Please.specify.if.you.represent.a.company.or.any.other.group. 
	Please.specify.if.you.represent.a.company.or.any.other.group. 
	Name: Address: 
	Existing 
	Vine Street Crescent 
	•. Creation.of.public.square.with.planting.and.seating.
	.

	Barriers
	3 
	Walking
	Contact details: 
	•Retain.current.parking.and.servicing.vehicle.access. 
	.

	Existing 
	•Improve.and.enhance.lighting.features.
	.

	America Square 
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	•
	•
	•
	•
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	Access.for.servicing.vehicles.maintained
	.


	off.Vine.Street.Crescent.
	.


	•. 
	•. 
	Creation.of.public.square.with.planting.and.seating.
	.


	•
	•
	.

	Improve.and.enhance.street.lightingfor.both.comfort.&.safety. 
	.


	•. 
	•. 
	Potential.location.for.play.features.or.public.art.
	.




	The emerging themes from the consultation were: 
	• reducing existing traffic congestion, predominately
	Department of the Built Environment 
	Department of the Built Environment 

	on the Transport for London Road network, Distinct 
	New 

	spaces identity
	spaces identity
	Two-way streets 
	One-way streets
	Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy 
	for all

	• making it easier to walk or cycle through the area, 
	ALDGATE 
	ALDGATE 
	EAST 
	ALDGATE EAST
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	The City of London seeks your views on a Strategy for improvements in the Aldgate and Tower area. 
	ALDGATE ALDGATE 
	 
	 
	 

	This strategy provides a framework for environmental and 
	BUS 
	BUS 
	STATION
	transportation improvements within the Aldgate & Tower 
	STATION 
	area, guiding the long term changes as sites are redeveloped, whilst providing the context for short or medium 
	-


	• encouraging development and use of public
	term actions aimed at improving the streets and spaces. 
	term actions aimed at improving the streets and spaces. 
	FENCHURCH FENCHURCH STREET 
	 
	 
	

	The principal aims and objectives of the proposals are: 
	STREET 
	FENCHURCH STREET 
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	•To.achieve.a.successful.balance.between
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	Historic 
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	ans and other modes of transport in 

	 
	
	 
	 
	Seating
	spaces during the day and night, 
	TOWER 
	TOWER 
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	The main issues affecting the Aldgate
	The main issues affecting the Aldgate
	order to enhance the pedestrian experi 

	GATEWAY 
	GATEWAY 
	TOWER HILL 
	TOWER HILL
	ence. 
	 
	
	&.Tower.area.have.been.identified.as.
	•To.introduce.more.green.elements.such
	.
	.

	 
	part of the initial research undertaken 
	part of the initial research undertaken 
	as street trees and planting. 
	and through consulting with 

	•To.improve.the.quality.and.consistency.of
	.
	.

	stakeholders. The key strategy themes 
	stakeholders. The key strategy themes 
	surface materials and street furniture to 

	create an enhanced street scene. 
	that.have.emerged.are.as.follows: Existing one way & two way streets Aspirational one way & two way streets 
	& Tower Area Enhancement Strategy 
	•
	•
	•
	.

	To.remove.the.Aldgate.one-way.streets.and.makethese.two-way,.creating.a.new.public.space. 
	.


	•
	•
	.

	To.improve.links.between.transport.hubs.in.the.area. 

	•
	•
	.

	To.smooth.traffic.flow.and.reduce.journey-timevariability.and.traffic.congestion.in.the.City. 
	.



	Your opinion is important to us. What we value most are your 
	views.on.how.the.area.can.be.improved.to.make.it.easierto.find.your.way.around.and.to.provide.a.more.pleasantenvironment,.so.that.the.strategy.can.include.the.best.ideas.
	.
	.
	.

	Design Guidelines  The design guidelines indicate a range of approaches, 
	materials,.fittings.and.features.that.would.complementthe.Aldgate.&.Tower.area..They.specifically.cover: 
	.

	•
	•
	•
	.

	Paving 

	•
	•
	.

	Street.Furniture 

	•
	•
	.

	Lighting 

	•
	•
	.

	Planting 

	•
	•
	.

	Public.Art 

	•
	•
	.

	Signage 


	There.is.a.link.to.the.City.Street.Scene.Manual.at. 
	.
	www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/aldgateareaconsultation

	1.
	1.
	1.
	 Improve the arrival to Aldgate 

	2. 
	2. 
	 Finding your way around more easily 

	3. 
	3. 
	 Make one-way streets two-way 

	4. 
	4. 
	 Create a pleasant environment 

	5. 
	5. 
	 Introduce more greenery to the area 

	6. 
	6. 
	 Create more places suitable for everyone 

	7.
	7.
	 Balancing the needs of all users 

	8. 
	8. 
	Create a character and identity for the area 


	Questionnaire
	 Your views on how to improve this area are important 
	to.us,.so.please.complete.the.questionnaire.andreturn.it.by.24th.January.2012,.no.postage.stamp.isrequired..You.may.also.submit.comments.by.email.to:
	.
	.
	.

	aldgatearea@cityoflondon.gov.uk 
	Exhibition
	 
	An.exhibition.of.the.proposals.will.be.held.at.St.BotolphHouse.on.the.corner.of.Houndsditch.and.St.BotolphStreet from the 7th.December.which.will.be.signpostedfor.exact.location..This.exhibition.will.run.between.7th December.2011.and.20th.January.2012..City.of.London
	.
	.
	.
	.

	staff.will.be.available.at.this.exhibition.from.the.7th to 
	The removal of the Aldgate one-way streets around the Aldgate underground station to two-way streets and 
	the.subsequent.creation.of.a.new.public.space.is.a.Cityof.London.Core.Policy..During.the.initial.consultation
	.
	.

	stakeholders made it clear that they had an aspiration to 
	make.as.many.one-way.streets.two-way.as.possible..This.isin.part.supported.by.the.Mayor’s.Transport.Strategy, .which
	.
	.

	includes advocating measures to “make streets more 
	attractive.by.removing.gyratories.and.one-way.streets.toimprove.the.urban.environment”..Whilst.local.improvementswill.be.guided.by.this.Area.Strategy,.the.impact.of.changeson.key.transport.movements.across.this.region.of.London.willneed.to.be.considered.as.well. 
	.
	.
	.
	.

	22nd.December.2011.and.again.between.9th January to.20th.January.2012.to.answer.any.queries.you.mayhave..They.will.be.available.on.Tuesdays.and.Thursdaysbetween.midday.and.2.00pm.and.6.00pm.and.8.00pm.
	.
	.
	.

	What happens next? 
	The.Strategy.will.be.assessed.in.light.of.the
	.

	comments received and revised to take these 
	views.into.account.where.possible.
	.

	Further Details 
	If.you.require.any.further.information.on.these
	.

	proposals please contact Sarah Whitehorn on 
	020.7332.3564. 
	This.document.can.be.made.available,.upon.request,.inother.languages,.large.print,.Braille.and.on.tape..Pleasecontact.the.Department.of.the.Built.Environment.EnquiriesDesk.on.020.7332.1710.who.will.be.happy.to.help. 
	.
	.
	.


	• encouraging greening, trees, and biodiversity; and 
	Lighting Gateway
	Lighting Gateway

	• increasing opportunities for sport, play and recreational use. 
	Greenspace / streets 
	Greenspace / streets 
	Greenspace / streets 
	Consistant street material palette


	The consultation summary document is appended. 
	Department of the Built Environment 
	Department of the Built Environment 
	delivering sustainable streets 

	Figure 36: Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy public consultation questionnaire Figure 37: Aldgate & Tower Area Strategy summary of consultation responses 

	The Strategy 
	The Strategy 
	The Strategy 
	This section describes the City’s objectives and desired outcomes for the next 10 years in greater detail. 

	4.1 The Strategy objectives 
	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy has been informed by the City of London’s policies and an evidence of need (see Part 3: an urban analysis, a summary of intensive workshops with 430 stakeholders and a further public consultation during December 2011 and January 2012).  
	-

	The Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy objectives are: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	To encourage economic and social regeneration through transformational change (MTS “To support economic development and population growth.”, LIP 2011.8). 

	•. 
	•. 
	To improve accessibility of streets and crossings thus creating an inclusive street environment for users of varying mobility levels and enhancing walking routes throughout the strategy area so that way finding is made easier. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To create simple, attractive, safe, enjoyable and welcoming streets and public spaces that meet the needs of the City’s community, to offer opportunities for play, leisure, installation of public art and cultural events. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To contribute to the smoothing and rationalisation of strategic and local traffic flows throughout the strategy area, particularly replacing one-way traffic flows with two-way traffic flows, improving road safety and the function of the street environment for all users, mitigating conflict and balancing demand between the different modes of transport. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To identify opportunities for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems to mitigate the runoff impacts on the combined sewer system and promote the re-use of rainwater, and promote biodiversity, improve local air quality and mitigate the urban heat island effect through additional street trees and planting. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To preserve or enhance the special character of the area and its heritage assets, in particular protecting and enhancing the London Wall, Lloyd’s Avenue, George Dance the Younger’s Circle, Crescent and Square town planning layout, Aldgate Bus Station, the Tower of London (a World Heritage Site), the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. 

	•. 
	•. 
	To accommodate future growth, ensuring that the area functions well and provides a sustainable environment for the local residents, that also contributes towards maintaining the City’s status as the world’s leading international financial and business centre. 


	4.2 Key areas of opportunity 
	4.2.1.Developing.key.areas.of.opportunity 
	The intensive consultation and analysis of the Area, that helped define the Strategy objectives, has enabled officers to identify five key areas 
	of opportunity through which the Core Strategy vision can be realised and the Strategy objectives can be met. A list of potential projects, most of which fall within the key areas of opportunity, has also been 
	identified. The ‘Key Areas’ and many of the potential projects are 
	indicated in Figure 38. 
	4.2.2.Potential.projects.to.deliver.key.areas.of.opportunity 
	The potential projects, listed in Table 3 on the next page, would help deliver the objectives of the Area Strategy within the key areas of opportunity.  
	An indicative cost and the potential funding sources are noted alongside the proposed projects in Table 3. Cumulatively the indicative expenditures are in the order of £14.35 million. The pivotal proposal in the Area Strategy is the conversion of the Aldgate gyratory and the creation of the new public open space (in the region of £7.0 
	million) as defined in the Core Strategy Policy CS8. It is expected that 
	the implementation of the proposals will be externally funded from 
	various financial sources, such as Section 106 contributions, the new 
	Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), GLA Group funding streams (including TfL), funding from the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, and other external funding bodies. It is expected that implementation of the high priority schemes will encourage further development in the area and hence generate further contributions. 
	The projects in each of the key areas have been considered carefully.  Prioritisation is proposed in three categories, (high, medium and low) so that: 
	• A high priority is given to proposals that will tackle road safety, 
	improving the main links between residential estates and 
	community facilities and key measures that would ‘unlock’ and 
	encourage economic regeneration of the area; 
	• A medium priority is given to proposals that will improve links 
	through the area, add sustainability features and create urban green open spaces. All of these will improve air quality, improve biodiversity, absorb noise, and, improve community amenity for workers, residents and visitors; 
	• The remaining proposals are given a low 
	priority. These proposals will help form a consistent, homogenous appearance and function for the area. These proposals 
	include less significant street scene 
	enhancements. 
	4.2.3.Developing.key.areas.of.opportunity 
	This strategy is based upon five key areas 
	of opportunity as set out in pages 52-61. 
	Key
	  Aldgate & Tower Area       Strategy Boundary
	 
	 
	     Key Area of Opportunity

	 
	 
	     Proposed Scheme 

	Figure 38: Aldgate and Tower Area Strategy key areas of opportunity and potential project locations 

	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Priority 
	Indicative Cost (£’000s) 
	Potential Funding Source 
	Comments 

	Key Area of Opportunity Aldgate Gyratory 
	Key Area of Opportunity Aldgate Gyratory 

	Remove gyratory and create a public space - remove subways and improve mobility in area (Private) Trinity and bus station improvements Key Area of Opportunity Vine Street and Crescent Green Pedestrian Links Vine Street / Crescent / Hammett  Street America Square Lighting Vine Street underbridge Vine Street Little Somerset Street Little Somerset Street Minories Lighting Minories underbridge - consider movement sensor lighting Minories Haydon Street Portsoken Street 
	Remove gyratory and create a public space - remove subways and improve mobility in area (Private) Trinity and bus station improvements Key Area of Opportunity Vine Street and Crescent Green Pedestrian Links Vine Street / Crescent / Hammett  Street America Square Lighting Vine Street underbridge Vine Street Little Somerset Street Little Somerset Street Minories Lighting Minories underbridge - consider movement sensor lighting Minories Haydon Street Portsoken Street 
	High Medium High Medium Medium Medium High Low High Low Low 
	7,000 TfL S.106 LBTH 1,000 Private / TfL 750 S.106 650 S.106 Green Corridors 80 S.106 CIL 500 S.106 CIL 750 S.106 CIL 80 TfL S.106 / CIL 1,000 S.106 / CIL 500 S.106 / CIL 100 S.106 CIL 
	Transformational change.  This project meets all Core Strategy Objectives. This will only be realised if third parties wish to develop their land.  Green space, biodiversity, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDs), improved air quality, play space and opportunity for public art providing an improved walking route.  Green space, biodiversity, SUDs, improved air quality, play space and opportunity for public art providing an improved walking route.  Improve the experience under the bridge to enhance the pe


	Table 3:  Potential projects to deliver the Strategy objectives 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Priority 
	Indicative Cost (£’000s) 
	Potential Funding Source 
	Comments 

	Crutched Friars and Jewry Street 
	Crutched Friars and Jewry Street 

	Crutched Friars 
	Crutched Friars 
	Medium 
	200 
	S.106 CIL 
	Implementation programmed. Includes widening the footways. 

	Lighting Crutched Friars underbridge 
	Lighting Crutched Friars underbridge 
	Medium 
	80 
	S.106 / CIL 
	Enhance the place function as well as the link. 

	Jewry  Street greening 
	Jewry  Street greening 
	Medium 
	400 
	S.106 Green Corridors 
	Widen footways, improve planting for biodiversity and improved air quality, consider SUDs, construct side road entry treatments to enhance the pedestrian experience and inset parking. 

	Savage Gardens 
	Savage Gardens 
	N/A 
	250 
	S.106 
	Completed. 

	Crutched Friars junction with Jewry Street, Lloyds Avenue All over Strategy Area 
	Crutched Friars junction with Jewry Street, Lloyds Avenue All over Strategy Area 
	N/A 
	110 
	S.106 / CIL 
	Completed. 

	Raised tables on main walking routes 
	Raised tables on main walking routes 
	Medium 
	150 
	S.106 CIL 
	Provide a consistent enhancement to the Strategy Area – enhance the inclusive accessibility of the environment. 

	Navigation sign review 
	Navigation sign review 
	Medium 
	150 
	S.106 / CIL 
	Make finding your way around easier.  Reduce clutter and chose appropriate unobtrusive locations. 

	Complete intuitive way-finding through use of materials Other enhancement 
	Complete intuitive way-finding through use of materials Other enhancement 
	Medium 
	300 
	S.106 CIL 
	Linking pedestrian connections through the area by applying a consistent palette of materials to the footway and carriageway. 

	Seething Lane gardens 
	Seething Lane gardens 
	Low 
	100 
	S.106 / CIL 
	Dependant on development. 

	Seething Lane table 
	Seething Lane table 
	High 
	200 
	S.106 / CIL 
	Slow traffic. 


	4.2.3.1 Key area of opportunity -Aldgate Gyratory 
	The highest priority for the Strategy is to remove the gyratory and replace it with two-way working on St Botolph Street and Aldgate High Street, thus creating a public space between the Sir John Cass Primary School and the St Botolph without Aldgate Church. This project is key to encouraging economic regeneration in the surrounding area and attracting development and further funding to support the improvements throughout the remaining Strategy Area. 
	Currently, the area is dominated by vehicular traffic with a poor 
	urban realm. The layout of both planting and street furniture reduces permeability and connectivity through the area for residents, London bus users, cyclists and pedestrians.   
	The Aldgate Gyratory Key Area provides an opportunity to enhance function and add a pleasant open space in which to spend time. The changes will seek to provide an opportunity to invest in sustainability, improve bio-diversity, reduce noise and improve air quality (particularly around the Sir John Cass Primary School). There is also an opportunity also to add elements of play to the space, introduce trees, seating and a high quality streetscape. Road safety will be improved with the aim of not impacting upo
	church setting will be enhanced and Sir John Cass school will benefit 
	from the changes. The transformational change that the project will deliver should encourage economic regeneration by making the area more attractive to businesses and will markedly improve the links through the area for commuters, visitors, residents and workers. 
	Figure
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Create green public open space 

	•. 
	•. 
	Remove barriers to movement and design the road crossings and space to support pedestrian desire lines 

	•. 
	•. 
	Make the area around the gyratory inclusive and accessible 

	•. 
	•. 
	Increase provision for cyclists 

	•. 
	•. 
	Animate open spaces with opportunities for play and events 

	•. 
	•. 
	Plant the area to reduce noise, improve air quality and biodiversity 

	•. 
	•. 
	Potential to introduce Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDs) with the opportunity of utilising SUD storage to mitigate against the impacts of climate change 

	•. 
	•. 
	Encourage users to spend time: provide seating and a pleasurable environment 

	•. 
	•. 
	Two-way traffic provision to maintain, if not improve, journey times 

	•. 
	•. 
	Bus provision retained and make it easier to navigate on surface between bus stops 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Improve signage in the area towards points of interest 

	– this may be a matter of relocating existing signage, reducing sign clutter, and improving routes away from the space so that pedestrians follow routes intuitively 

	•. 
	•. 
	Improve and enhance the environment surrounding the underground and bus station to improve the arrival to the area, a gateway to the City 

	•. 
	•. 
	Reinforce the high street spine 


	Figure
	Artist’s impression of public open space 
	Artist’s impression of public open space 


	Finsbury Circus 
	Figure
	Artist’s impression of public open space 
	Artist’s impression of public open space 
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	Carter Lane St Paul’s Gardens 
	Carter Lane St Paul’s Gardens 
	Figure

	4.2.3.2 Key area of opportunity – Vine Street and Crescent green pedestrian link 
	The Crescent and America Square were part of a formal development 
	designed by George Dance the Younger. It is amongst the first examples of formal development in the City and marked a significant 
	shift in London town planning in the late eighteenth century. 
	Hammett Street, Crescent, Vine Street and America Square together provide an opportunity to use planting to effect a green pedestrian link, enhancing the original formal sequence of Square, Crescent and Circus (where the Circus is now represented by a paved circle within Tower Hill gardens). 
	Reinstating the Square, Crescent, Circus link requires the re-opening of the southern end of the crescent, through to Tower Hill gardens. 
	Hammett Street, Crescent, Vine Street to Jewry Street is a well used link into the City, especially for taxis.  The public realm is poor and includes a rail bridge over Vine Street. The Georgian buildings around the Crescent were in places removed through: construction of the Fenchurch Street Station railway; construction of the Metropolitan and District line; and bomb damage during the Second World War (WWII). The remaining buildings have been refurbished to retain the form and plan of the Crescent. The ad
	The proposals provide an opportunity to enhance Conservation Areas, which is a statutory duty (Section 71(1) of the Planning (Listed buildings and Conservation Area) 1990 Act). They will also enhance the Tower of London World Heritage Site local setting. 
	There is an opportunity to change the appearance of the area from 
	being dominated by traffic to becoming a greened pedestrian link 
	with new green public spaces in the Crescent and Square. The spaces will provide opportunity for sustainable drainage features, play, public art and improvements in air quality and biodiversity. These measures will improve the environment for workers, residents, and visitors.  
	An existing pedestrian link between Coopers Row and Vine Street passes through sections of the original London Wall (a scheduled Ancient Monument) and this would be enhanced by the green link proposals. A further improvement opportunity to investigate is an exit from the eastern end of the Fenchurch Street Station rail platforms to Vine Street.    
	Figure
	Should the link between Crescent and Circus be re-established this would provide a more pleasant pedestrian link between Tower Hill and Aldgate High Street, including the bus, underground and rail services at Aldgate. Should an exit from the eastern end of Fenchurch Street Station rail platforms be established on to Vine Street, the links through the area would be further improved for commuters, visitors and workers.  
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Rebalance the public highway, reducing carriageway whilst maintaining servicing and access, giving space back to pedestrians 

	• 
	• 
	Create space that encourages people to spend time 

	• 
	• 
	Provide seating 

	• 
	• 
	Consider public art 

	• 
	• 
	Consider planting and timbers to improve biodiversity 

	• 
	• 
	Reinforce the Crescent 

	• 
	• 
	Introduce a green space to improve air quality, biodiversity and Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) 

	• 
	• 
	Introduce green walls where relevant to absorb noise 

	• 
	• 
	Improve lighting to increase perception of safety 

	• 
	• 
	Repave for a more comfortable inclusive environment 

	• 
	• 
	Consider making changes elsewhere to reduce traffic volumes and encourage walking and cycling 

	• 
	• 
	Through the opportunity of development re-open the southern end of the Crescent linking and changing pedestrian movements to/from the Underground station and the Tower of London 
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	Artist’s impression of America Square 
	Artist’s impression of America Square 
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	Devonshire Square 
	Devonshire Square 
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	Carter Lane Gardens 
	Carter Lane Gardens 
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	Artist’s impression of Crescent Bow Lane 
	4.2.3.3 Key area of opportunity – Little Somerset Street 
	Little Somerset Street is a well used pedestrian route connecting Aldgate underground and bus stations with Mansell Street and into the adjacent London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH). It is particularly well used by residents from the Mansell Street Guinness Trust residential estate to access community services, City library facilities, school and public transport provision. The street has a public house at either end of it, although the central section is inactive. The west of the street is 
	dominated by a boarded up vacant office building at 15/16 Minories, 
	the east is lined with boundary walls. Vehicle movements are infrequent. Pedestrians generally walk in the carriageway as the public realm is dominated by a wide carriageway and narrow footways that are set back from pedestrian desire lines. 
	The northern end of the street has very narrow footways and a double height stepped kerb across the main pedestrian desire line. 
	There is an opportunity to widen the footways and introduce green walls or trees. The environment can be enhanced without impacting on function through the use of softer landscaping which would improve air quality, biodiversity and absorb some noise. Elements of play may well be able to be incorporated in an improved high quality streetscape. 
	Figure
	• Rebalance the carriageway and footway to match the function, maintaining space at the head of the street for delivery lorries to turn. 
	• Rebalance the carriageway and footway to match the function, maintaining space at the head of the street for delivery lorries to turn. 
	•. Where possible plant trees 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Consider approaching third parties along the street to introduce green walls, visually softening the environment but absorbing noise, improving air quality and biodiversity 

	• 
	• 
	Ensure adequate lighting 

	• 
	• 
	Redesign the northern end of Somerset Street to improve inclusive access along this popular pedestrian route 


	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Support local pedestrian links 

	•. 
	•. 
	Where possible add elements of play and public art 


	Seating experiment Aldermanbury Square Street furniture 
	Figure
	Figure
	Artist’s impression of Little Somerset Street 
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	Public art Green Wall - Newgate Street 
	4.2.3.4 Key area of opportunity – Minories 
	Minories carriageway supports one-way traffic, waiting and loading, 
	including taxi ranks, and the footways are not very wide. It is currently dominated by the width of carriageway; but despite this, many cafes and restaurants manage to activate and vitalise the street by providing outdoor dining on their narrow forecourts where space permits. 
	To further encourage outdoor dining and support small businesses there is an opportunity to widen footways along Minories while 
	maintaining its traffic function. Planting can be provided if careful 
	thought is given to constraints with regards to depth of cover over the underground and care to minimise footway obstructions. There could be a more pleasant link provided along Minories from the key area of opportunity proposed for Vine Street and Crescent, to the potential public open space described in the key area of opportunity for the Aldgate gyratory. 
	Figure
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Widen the footway 

	•. 
	•. 
	Add greenery 

	•. 
	•. 
	Install side road entry treatments 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider loading and waiting requirements 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider table and chair licences 

	•. 
	•. 
	Possiblity for two-way traffic 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider adding elements of play and public art 
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	St Swithin’s Lane 
	St Swithin’s Lane 
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	Wayfinding Cheapside 
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	Sect
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	Heddon Street Savage Gardens 
	4.2.3.5 Key area of opportunity -Crutched Friars and Jewry Street 
	Crutched Friars and Jewry Street link residents, visitors, commuters and workers from the Tower Area and Fenchurch Street station to the potential new open space off Aldgate High Street.  
	Currently, the carriageway is wider than necessary for its traffic 
	function. There is an opportunity to make this link attractive for pedestrians travelling through the area. Improvements would include widened footways, consideration of inset loading and waiting bays and trees planted along the street. Tree placement would have to take the buried London Wall ruins under the eastern footway of Jewry Street and unscheduled remains of Crutched Friars in Savage Gardens into consideration. A green link of trees would improve air quality, provide an opportunity for sustainable d
	Figure
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Widen footways and pave with york stone to tie in with the proposed transformational change at the gyratory, the Lloyd’s Avenue Conservation Area, the Sir John Cass Foundation building, Savage Gardens through to the Trinity Conservation Area and improvements to Crutched Friars 

	• 
	• 
	Tree planting -with consideration given to the buried remnants of the scheduled monument, the London Wall 

	• 
	• 
	Inset waiting and parking to visually narrow carriageway, reducing speeds and enhancing the pedestrian and cycling experience 

	• 
	• 
	Encourage outdoor dining on Crutched Friars with the widened footways 

	• 
	• 
	Consider seating on street 

	• 
	• 
	Install raised entry treatments to further enhance pedestrian experience and reduce speed of traffic 


	Savage Gardens Mirror experiment - Knightrider Court 
	Figure
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	Basinghall Avenue High Timber Street 
	Area Strategy Design Guidelines 
	Making.movement.intuitive.throughout.the.area 
	• Dressing the streets with a consistent palette of materials 
	so that pedestrians are led in a certain direction 
	so that pedestrians are led in a certain direction 

	• Providing raised tables to give a perception of 
	pedestrian priority (side road entry treatment) 
	pedestrian priority (side road entry treatment) 

	• Providing crossings on desire lines 
	• Considering building entrances, especially from hotels, large office buildings or resident blocks and public transport provision, and providing improvements along the most intuitive paths leading to and from these locations 
	• Related to greening an area and providing a public open space – these spaces may be either avoided or utilised considering how they are designed for passing pedestrians 
	• Cyclist routes provided with a consistent approach and 
	crossings or lanes to match the desire lines of many cyclists. 
	crossings or lanes to match the desire lines of many cyclists. 

	• By reducing one-way streets and returning them to two-way working general traffic and cyclists will benefit from a more common and intuitive navigation and use of the road space. 
	Increasing.public.open.spaces.and.greenery.to.the.area 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Provide a series of linked open spaces 

	• 
	• 
	Provide as much greenery in the open spaces to attract 


	residents, workers and visitors to the area to spend time 
	residents, workers and visitors to the area to spend time 

	• Add trees to streets to improve air quality and the 
	environment, visually linking green spaces 
	environment, visually linking green spaces 

	• Provide adequate lighting and design spaces so that they 
	are quite open – in relation to perceived crime and safety 
	are quite open – in relation to perceived crime and safety 

	Traffic:.Local.v.Strategic 
	• Local movements include passengers interchanging 
	between London’s strategic public transport 
	between London’s strategic public transport 
	provision, pedestrians, and cyclists. 

	• Strategic traffic includes the Transport for London Inner 
	Ring Road, Commuter Coaches and London Buses. 
	Ring Road, Commuter Coaches and London Buses. 

	• Balancing the needs of these two user groups is important to the Strategy; transformational change on the local scale will need to be achieved in consideration for the journey 
	Beaufort House Open Space 
	Beaufort House Open Space 
	Braham 
	New square Street Park 
	America Square Portsoken Street 
	Savage Gardens 
	Vine Street Crescent 

	Public.art,.play,.leisure.and.events Seething LaneGardens 
	• The City of London runs a Public 
	Art Initiative, featuring art in 
	Art Initiative, featuring art in 
	Green spaces around 
	public open spaces to improve 
	the Tower of London 
	the accessibility to art 

	• London Metropolitan University 
	runs a number of programmes 
	runs a number of programmes 
	with it’s architect students; a 
	current programme looks to bring Key 
	Public Green Spaces
	to life disused public spaces 
	Additional green space 

	• Coordinate events in the area to 
	Existing 
	Existing 
	make the open spaces ‘come alive’ 

	• The City of London festival programme can be extended to 
	make use of green spaces developed through the strategy 
	make use of green spaces developed through the strategy 

	times and movements of the strategic traffic in the area. • Provide or enhance opportunities for play and leisure 

	Appendix 
	Appendix 
	The Consultation Summary Document produced in May 2012 is appended. 
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